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NEVADA STATE BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS 1 
 2 
 3 

Meeting Location: 4 
 5 

Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners 6 
6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Suite A-1 7 

Las Vegas, NV 89118 8 
 9 

Zoom Video and Teleconferencing was available for this meeting 10 
 11 

Meeting Call-In Number: (669) 900 6833 12 
Meeting ID#: 936 9903 1124 13 

Zoom Video (via app) Password: 240659 14 
 15 

Meeting Date & Time 16 
 17 

Tuesday, July 14, 2020 18 
6:00 p.m. 19 

 20 
DRAFT MINUTES 21 

BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS NOTICE OF AGENDA & TELECONFERENCE MEETING 22 
 23 

 24 
PUBLIC NOTICE: 25 

The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may hold board meetings via video conference or telephone conference call.  **Due to the 26 
Governor’s Executive Order in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Board office will not be open to the general public for this 27 
meeting.  The general public is encouraged to participate via teleconference** 28 
 29 
Public Comment time is available after roll call (beginning of meeting) and prior to adjournment (end of meeting).  Public Comment is limited to three 30 
(3) minutes for each individual. You may provide the Board with written comment to be added to the record.   31 
 32 
Persons wishing to comment may appear at the scheduled meeting/hearing or may address their comments, data, views, arguments in written form 33 
to: Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners, 6010 S. Rainbow Blvd, A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118; ATTN: Angelica Bejar; FAX number (702) 486-7046; 34 
e-mail address nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov .  Written submissions should be received by the Board on or before Monday, July 13, 2020 by 5:00 p.m. in order to 35 
make copies available to members and the public.   36 
 37 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may 1) address agenda items out of sequence to accommodate persons appearing before the Board 38 
or to aid the efficiency or effectiveness of the meeting; 2) combine items for consideration by the public body; 3) pull or remove items from the 39 
agenda at any time.  The Board may convene in closed session to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence or physical 40 
or mental health of a person.  See NRS 241.030.  Prior to the commencement and conclusion of a contested case or a quasi-judicial proceeding that 41 
may affect the due process rights of an individual the board may refuse to consider public comment.  See NRS 233B.126.   42 
 43 
Persons/facilities who want to be on the mailing list must submit a written request every six (6) months to the Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners at 44 
the address listed in the previous paragraph.  With regard to any board meeting or telephone conference, it is possible that an amended agenda will 45 
be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended Nevada notices will be posted in compliance with the Open Meeting Law.   46 
We are pleased to make reasonable accommodations for members of the public who are disabled and wish to attend the meeting.  If special 47 
arrangements for the meeting are necessary, please notify the Board, at (702) 486-7044, no later than 48 hours prior to the meeting.  Requests for 48 
special arrangements made after this time frame cannot be guaranteed. 49 
Pursuant to NRS 241.020(2) you may contact the Board office at (702) 486-7044 to request supporting materials for the public body, or you may 50 
download the supporting materials for the public body from the Board’s website at http://dental.nv.gov.  In addition, the supporting materials for the 51 
public body are available at the Board’s office located at 6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Ste. A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada.52 

 53 
Note:  Asterisks (*) “For Possible Action” denotes items on which the Board may take action. 54 
Note:  Action by the Board on an item may be to approve, deny, amend, or tabled.55 

 56 
 1. Call to Order 57 
 58 
 Roll call/ Quorum 59 
 60 
Board Member Moore called the meeting to order at approximately 6:12 p.m.   Executive Director, Mr. 61 
Frank DiMaggio, conducted the following roll call: 62 
 63 

Dr. D. Kevin Moore (President)---------- PRESENT W. Todd Thompson ------ PRESENT 
Dr. David Lee (Secretary-Treasurer) -- PRESENT Dr. Ronald Lemon -------- PRESENT 
Dr. Elizabeth Park --------------------------- PRESENT Dr. Ronald West ----------- PRESENT 
Ms. Caryn Solie ------------------------------- PRESENT Ms. Gabrielle Cioffi ------  PRESENT 
Mrs. Jana McIntyre ------------------------ PRESENT   

 64 
Others present: Phil Su, Esquire, General Counsel; Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director; Rigoberto Morales, 65 
IT Coordinator; Angelica Bejar, Public Information-Travel Administrator.  66 
 67 

mailto:nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov
http://dental.nv.gov/
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 2. Public Comment:  The public comment period is limited to matters specifically noticed on the agenda.  No action may 68 
be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included on the 69 
agenda as an action item.  Comments by the public may be limited to three minutes as a reasonable time, place and 70 
manner restriction, but may not be limited based upon viewpoint.  The Chairperson may allow additional time at his/her 71 
discretion. 72 

 73 
Lester Ho, an OBGYN in Reno spoke in support of Dr. Georgene Chase and asked that the Board reinstate 74 
her license so that she may practice dentistry.  75 
 76 
Charles Buchannan, a student at the University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV) School of Dental Medicine 77 
(SDM), stated that he represented students in different states and spoke of the unique challenges the 78 
graduating class of 2020 faced due to COVID-19.   He spoke in favor of the exam alternatives presented 79 
to the Board for consideration, and was also in favor of the Board offering a temporary license option to 80 
2020 graduates until such time that they can take a clinical exam.   81 
 82 
Emily Goodrich, RDH commented that dental hygienists have been restricted from using ultrasonic 83 
scalers.  She noted that hand scaling cannot fully address patients periodontal concerns. She noted that 84 
the aerosol created from the dentists hand piece was no different than the aerosol created from the 85 
hygienists’ cavitron.  She asked that the Board please reconsider this restriction so that they can return to 86 
using ultrasonic scalers with APV devices.   87 
 88 
Vanessa Karen with the Nevada Dental Hygienists’ Association (NDHA) spoke in regards to concerns they 89 
have received from the hygiene community regarding direction on reporting positive COVID-19 cases 90 
that occur within the dental office.  She referenced the language listed in the DHHS memo adopted by 91 
the Board on April 30, 2020, and what they should do when faced with a positive case and the reporting 92 
requirements listed in said memo.  She stated positive cases within a dental office should be required to 93 
be reported to the Board and contact traced in order to help mitigate the spread of the corona virus.    94 
Furthermore, the NDHA requests that the Board make the positive COVID reporting form, as referenced in 95 
the DHHS memo, available to the dental community.   96 
 97 
Dr. Michael Bell, commented in regards to the CDC and how several entities of conspiring associates to 98 
the CDC promulgated a national clinical epidemiological experiment using social distancing and face 99 
mask wearing in a healthy population without establishing any clinical trial outcomes and without 100 
empaneling an institution review board defining informed consent.  He noted further that in this 101 
experiment it was found that this was a novel virus that was not based on established scientific principles.   102 
He noted that as a practicing dentist of over 31 years, when the HIV scenario came about, dental 103 
professionals responded by implementing standards that he feels are more than sufficient in handling the 104 
corona virus situation; and therefore felt that there should not be any new corona virus regulations 105 
placed on dentists.   106 
 107 
Travis Smith, a student at UNR, called in support of Dr. Chase and hoped that the Board would restore Dr. 108 
Chase’s license as she is a great asset to the community. He spoke highly of Dr. Chase and the countless 109 
lives she has helped.   110 
 111 
Dr. Bill Pappas commented that he was present to answer any questions related to the ADEX exam items 112 
listed on the agenda for consideration.   113 
 114 
Ilena Y. spoke in support of the reinstatement of Dr. Chase’s license.  115 
 116 
Julie Calvary stated that she was a disabled senior citizen, friend, and patient of Dr. Georgene Chase. 117 
She spoke in favor of the Board reinstating Dr. Chase’s license.   118 
 119 
Nichelle Venable, RDH spoke in regards to agenda item 11.  She noted the importance of performing 120 
periodontal and root scaling treatments.  She advocated for the Board to permit dental hygienists to 121 
allow for the use of cavitrons so long as hygienists are conducting the appropriate pre-screenings.   122 
 123 
Russell Kost stated he was present on behalf of BDO.  124 
 125 
 126 
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A participant by the name of Alicia stated that she was a third year dental student and spoke in support 127 
of the proposed alternative exam options through WREB and ADEX.   128 
 129 
Lori McDonald with TMCC spoke on behalf of the graduating class and advocated for the approval of 130 
agenda items (6) and (7).  She spoke of different alternatives she would ask the board to consider in 131 
addition to accepting only the WREB and ADEX exams.   132 
 133 
Sarah Herrman spoke in favor of the Board adopting the WREB and ADEX manikin exams.  134 
 135 
Danyelle Chun, a licensed dental hygienist and current dental student at UNLV SDM, spoke in favor of the 136 
Board accepting the WREB and ADEX manikin exams and advocated for permanent adoption of said 137 
exam options.  138 
 139 
Dr. Steve Recchia, a patient of Dr. Georgene Chase, advocated for the reinstatement of Dr. Chase’s 140 
license.   141 
 142 
Lori McDonald commented that she believes that a manikin-based exam as set forth in agenda item (7) 143 
was not a good option for dental hygienists.   144 
 145 
Katrina Allen, a licensed dental hygienist and current dental student at UNLV SDM, firmly supported the 146 
Board accepting the manikin based WREB and ADEX exams.   147 
 148 
 149 
*3. President’s Report: (For Possible Action)  150 
 151 
 *a. Request to remove agenda item(s) (For Possible Action) 152 
 153 
Board Member Moore requested that agenda items (5), (6), (7), and (8) be sent to the CE committee for 154 
vetting purposes.  Further, he asked that agenda item (17) be removed as the space was no longer 155 
available.   156 
 157 
 *b. Approve Agenda (For Possible Action) 158 
 159 
 MOTION: Board Member Thompson moved that the Board approve the agenda with the  160 

removed items noted by Board Member Moore.  Motion seconded by Board 161 
Member West.  All were in favor, motion passed.   162 

 163 
*4.     Old Business:  164 
 165 

(a) Request for reinstatement of license that is currently suspended due to the failure to comply  166 
                   with Paragraph 23(C) and 23(G) of the Disciplinary Stipulation Agreement (For Possible Action) 167 
 168 

(1) Georgene Chase, DDS 169 
 170 
General Counsel, Mr. Phil Su, spoke regarding the matter involving Dr. Chase, and gave a brief synopsis of 171 
the provisions in Dr. Chase’s stipulation agreement and the reasons that lead to the suspension of her 172 
license.  Mr. Su stated that he had had extensive discussions with Counsel for Dr. Chase, Mr. Charles Zeh, 173 
Esquire.  He recommended that the Board reinstate Dr. Chase’s license with the provision that she 174 
complete a CE course for records management and ethics.  Dr. Chase read a statement into the record 175 
that addressed the history behind her inspiration and desire to become a dentist. Further, she addressed 176 
her enthusiasm and dedication to being a dentist and desire to return to practice.   Board Member 177 
Moore called for a motion to approve the reinstatement of Dr. Chase’s license to include a provision that 178 
she complete a CE course in records keeping and ethics.  Board Member Moore inquired of Mr. Su of the 179 
number of hours being required of Dr. Chase to complete. Mr. Su stated that the course was offered 180 
through her malpractice carrier and was a day long course of about (10) CE hours.  Mr. Su inquired of Dr. 181 
Chase on how long she believed she would need to complete the CE program.  Dr. Chase responded 182 
that the next course was offered in September.   183 
 184 

MOTION: Board Member Thompson moved to reinstate Dr. Chase’s license immediately with the      185 
stipulation the she has until the end of the current license renewal period (June 30, 2021) to 186 
complete the CE course. Motion seconded by Board Member Lemon. All were in favor of 187 
the motion, motion passed.  188 

 189 
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*5. Temporary approval and acceptance of the alternatives to the current Western Regional Examining 190 
Board’s (WREB) exam for dental licensure, including WREB Dental Licensing Examination COVID-19 191 
Options for 2020, if completed during the period of May 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020 192 

 – NRS 631.240 (For Possible Action) 193 
 194 
 Agenda item removed.  195 
 196 
 *6. Temporary approval and acceptance of the Western Regional Examining Board’s (WREB)  Objective 197 

Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) exam for dental hygiene licensure if completed during the 198 
period of May 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020 – NRS 631.300 (For Possible Action) 199 

 200 
 Agenda item removed. 201 
 202 
 *7. Temporary approval and acceptance of the use of manikins by American Board of Dental 203 

Examiners’ (ADEX) for the Dental Periodontal Scaling Exercise portion of the ADEX dental exam for 204 
dental licensure and for the ADEX dental hygiene clinical examination for dental hygiene licensure 205 
if completed during the period of May 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020 – NRS 631.240 and 206 

 NRS 631.300 (For Possible Action) 207 
 208 
 Agenda item removed. 209 
 210 
 *8. Temporary approval and acceptance of the restorative procedures in the American Board of Dental 211 

Examiners’ (ADEX) exam for dental licensure to be completed on either a live patient or the 212 
CompeDont tooth during the period of May 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020 – NRS 631.240 213 

 (For Possible Action) 214 
 215 
 Agenda item removed. 216 
 217 
*9.     Discussion and consideration, with possible approval, of a temporary license for dentists from the 218 

graduation class of 2020, and dental hygienists from the graduation class of 2020 to be granted 219 
during the period of July 14, 2020 through December 31, 2020 – Governor’s Declaration of 220 
Emergency Directive 011  (For Possible Action) 221 

 222 
 Executive Director, Frank DiMaggio, stated that Governor Sisolak had issued a directive invoking a 223 

waiver of licensing provisions, which included Dentistry.  He briefly summarized what the directive 224 
entailed as it pertained to dentistry and the length of time the directive was to be kept in place.  225 
Further, that pursuant to that directive, the Board had the authority to issue temporary licenses.  Mr. 226 
DiMaggio directed the Board to review the draft memorandum provided to them in their meeting 227 
materials.  He briefly discussed the details of the memorandum regarding the proposed provisions of 228 
the temporary qualifications for a temporary dental and/or dental hygiene license.  Board Member 229 
Thompson inquired if the temporary license would be only available to 2020 graduates from 230 
Nevada or if it would be open to all 2020 graduates in other states as well.  Board Member Moore 231 
stated that this temporary license option would be open to all 2020 graduates across the states and 232 
would primarily assist graduates that have not completed clinical exam.  Board Member Park 233 
inquired if there was a stipulation of good standing for the licensed dentist who will be overseeing 234 
the temporary licensees during the five years.  Board Member Moore asked for clarification of Board 235 
Member Park’s question.  Board Member Park indicated that she wanted to ensure that the hiring 236 
dentist that would be overseeing the temporary licensed employee is in good standing with the 237 
board.  Board Member Moore stated that such verification would be included in the administrative 238 
process should the board decide to approve temporary licensing. Board Member Lee stated that 239 
the memorandum only states that the hiring dentist must have held a license for a minimum of five 240 
years; further, that it would be assumed that the licensed dentist would not be licensed if they were 241 
not in good standing with the Board.  Board Member Moore stated that though they do not have a 242 
form created yet, in the motion, they may motion to add to the application process to conduct a 243 
license verification of the hiring dentist.   244 

 245 
MOTION: Board Member Lee motioned to approve a temporary license for dentist and hygienists 246 

from the graduating class of 2020 per the memorandum dated July 14, 2020.  There was 247 
discussion whether or not the motion should include verifying that the hiring dentist holds a 248 
license in good standing.  Board Member Lee noted that the memorandum stated that 249 
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the hiring dentist must be licensed for a minimum of five years and therefore did not find it 250 
necessary to include such a caveat in his motion. It was noted that there are licensees 251 
that hold a current license that may have an active stipulation agreement.  Board 252 
Member West stated that the details of the temporary license provisions can be discussed 253 
prior to finalizing it.  Board Member Park stated she was comfortable with that and 254 
seconded the motion.  Discussion: Board Member Solie inquired if the temporary license 255 
would have to go through a regulatory process, and would there be a public workshop 256 
scheduled.  Board Member Moore stated that pursuant to the Governor’s directive 011, it 257 
did not require a regulatory change, as the board would be adopting it under the 258 
provisions of the executive directive from the Governor.  All were in favor; motion passed.   259 

 260 
*10. Consideration and approval/rejection of the recommendation from the Budget and Finance 261 

Committee regarding contracts for bookkeeping and accounting services (For Possible Action) 262 
 263 
 (a) Bookkeeping Services (For Possible Action) 264 
  (1) BDO (formerly Piercy Bowler Taylor & Kern) 265 
 266 
Board Member Lee stated that the Board currently did not have an accounting service or an accounting 267 
company to do the bookkeeping and taxes.  He noted that they have been gathering different 268 
proposals from various firms over the past few months.  He noted that the Budget and Finance 269 
Committee met previously and they reviewed proposals from five different CPA firms for bookkeeping 270 
services and four different firms for the forensic accounting services.  Based on that review, the Budget 271 
and Finance Committee recommended the firm BDO be hired for the Bookkeeping services and forensic 272 
accounting services.  Board Member Moore called for a motion.   273 
 274 

MOTION: Board Member West motioned to approve BDO for bookkeeping services.  Motion 275 
seconded by Board Member McIntyre.  Discussion: Board Member Lee noted that they 276 
were in possession of the contract and inquired if Board Member West would include the 277 
approval of the contract to his motion. Board Member West amended his motion to 278 
include the approval of the contract and to accept BDO for bookkeeping services.  279 
Board Member McIntyre seconded the amended motion.  Discussion: Board Member 280 
Lemon stated that upon reviewing the documents, he found the fees to be comparably 281 
high. Board Member Lee stated that BDO offered the lowest fees in comparison to the 282 
other firms, and noted that the proposed rate for services was significantly cheaper than 283 
what they previously paid for the same services. It was noted that they were offering the 284 
Board a monthly flat rate.  Mr. DiMaggio went over other fee details that were listed in 285 
the contract.  With no further discussion, all were in favor, motion passed.    286 

 287 
 (b) Forensic Accounting Services (For Possible Action) 288 
  (1) BDO (formerly Piercy Bowler Taylor & Kern) 289 
 290 
Board Member Moore called for a motion with discussion to follow.   291 
 292 

MOTION:  Board Member Lee motioned to approve BDO for forensic accounting services and their 293 
contract. Motion seconded by Board Member West.  Discussion: Board Member Moore 294 
stated that Russ Kost and Mike Rosten were available to address Board Member Lemon’s 295 
concerns with the hourly fees noted.  Mr. Rosten stated that forensic accounting services 296 
were very unique in terms of application and result from the process.  They can take 297 
many forms but it would depend on what the particular issues are.  He noted that it would 298 
help for the Board to go on the record to note what the issues are for the forensic 299 
accounting or at least officially designate a committee to do that.  In terms of the overall 300 
perspective of the engagement team on the forensic side it would consist of two or three 301 
levels of personnel and experience at different billing rates, which would be similar to law 302 
firms. He stated that as part of their proposal they included a look-back provision that 303 
would cap the effective hourly rate at $220 an hour.  Board Member Lemon stated that 304 
he was asking, not challenging, for justification for the fee levels listed in the proposal.  He 305 
indicated that his concern for the board was to avoid getting into situations where there 306 
may be unlimited expenses and the board maintaining a budget.  There was discussion 307 
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that the Executive Director would be tasked with monitoring the costs and billing hours to 308 
ensure that the fees paid are within reason.  Executive Director, Mr. DiMaggio, noted that 309 
the contract proposed is a contract through the state which caps the contract at 310 
$9,999.99 for a period of 12 months.  Additional discussion ensued regarding the scope 311 
and depth of services to be offered.  With no further discussion, all were in favor, motion 312 
passed.    313 

 314 
*11. Address and take possible action related to the COVID-19 outbreak and provide directives and/or 315 

recommendations of action to ensure safety of licensees, dental practices and the general public, 316 
including but not limited to, review and consideration, with possible approval of current CDC 317 
guidelines pursuant to NAC 631.178   (For Possible Action) 318 

 319 
Mr. Su stated that currently the DHHS memorandum that they adopted on April 30, 2020, is what controls 320 
practice during the COVID pandemic, and that this agenda item was to adopt CDC guidelines that 321 
have been put in place since that time.  He noted that the CDC had not added any guidelines for 322 
COVID on April 30th  when the board adopted the DHHS memorandum.  Mr. Su stated that the most 323 
recent updates adopted by CDC were the June 17, 2020 dental settings guidelines.  He further noted 324 
that CDC held a telephone meeting where they identified these guidelines for additional change to the 325 
2003 guidelines for infection control in dental healthcare settings. Mr. Su directed the board to NAC 326 
631.178(2) regarding the periodic review of the CDC guidelines to see if any changes made by the CDC 327 
would be applicable for the board to recognize and adopt.  Board Member Park stated that upon 328 
reading the document she wanted to inquire of Mr. Su if the dental setting guidelines adopted by the 329 
CDC covered the topic of ultrasonic use for cavitrons for hygienists under the care of their practitioner.  330 
Mr. Su stated that new guidelines referenced only aerosol producing procedures.  He noted that the 331 
intent was to defer to the dental professionals clinical judgement and whether or not the circumstances 332 
warranted the use of the aerosol generating procedures.  Board Member Lee noted that the guidelines 333 
do reference ultrasonic use.  Board Member Park stated that she would like to make a motion to restore 334 
deferring to clinicians the decree on whether or not to allow cavitron or ultrasonic use in their practice.  335 
Board Member Lee and Mr. Su noted that the guidelines stated that the use of scalers was not 336 
recommended.  Mr. Su noted further that the guidelines stated to avoid using aerosol generating 337 
procedures, whenever possible, as well as to avoid using air water syringe and dental hand pieces. 338 
Further discussion ensued regarding same.  Board Member Moore read a section of the same nature 339 
related to the use of aerosol generating procedures, which was followed by more discussion.  Board 340 
Member Moore stated that the guidelines are clear on the stance regarding the use of aerosol 341 
generating procedures, however, that if the use of them is necessary then those practitioners must abide 342 
by the additional measures of precautions to be taken.   343 
 344 

MOTION:   Board Member Park moved to adopt the June 17, 2020 guidelines. Motion seconded 345 
by Board Member Solie.  All were in favor of the motion, motion passed.  346 

 347 
Board Member Moore asked of Mr. Su how the adoption of the new CDC guidelines would affect the 348 
DHHS memorandum previously adopted by the board.  Mr. Su stated that it would be most effective to 349 
have a motion to have the adopted guidelines supercede the DHHS memorandum.  350 
 351 

MOTION: Board Member Park moved that the June 17, 2020 CDC guidelines supersede the DHHS 352 
memorandum previously adopted by the board.  Motion seconded by Board Member 353 
Lee.  Discussion: Board Member Solie stated that there was information received from Dr. 354 
Antonina Capurro regarding exposure of COVID in a dental practice, and inquired if 355 
that would be adopted with the new CDC guidelines.  Mr. Su stated that information 356 
provided by Dr. Cappuro was for informational purposes only and it was not part of the 357 
CDC guidelines and therefore not part of the vote.  Board Member Park noted that the 358 
CDC guidelines comprehensively addressed the same information provided by Dr. 359 
Capurro.   With no further discussion, all were in favor of the motion.  Motion passed.  360 

 361 
 362 
 363 
 364 
 365 
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*12.   Consideration and approval/rejection to hire part-time Anesthesia Evaluator Employee  366 
          (For Possible Action) 367 
 368 

*a. Charles R Cordova, Jr., DDS – Moderate Sedation 369 
 370 
Board Member Moore noted that Dr. Cordova’s application met the criteria and called for a motion to 371 
approve.   372 
 373 

MOTION: Board Member Lee motioned to approve to hire Dr. Charles R. Cordova, Jr., as a part-time 374 
Anesthesia Evaluator employee.  Motion seconded by Board Member Thompson. All were 375 
in favor, motion passed.  376 

 377 
 378 
*13.  Consideration and approval/rejection to hire part-time Infection Control Employee (For Possible Action) 379 
 380 

 *a. Ledena Brooke, RDH 381 
 382 

MOTION: Board Member Lee motioned to approve to hire Ledena Brooke, RDH as a part-time 383 
Infection Control employee.  Motion seconded by Board Member McIntyre. All were in 384 
favor, motion passed.  385 

 386 
*14.   90-Day Extension of Temporary Anesthesia Permit (For Possible Action) 387 
 388 

(1) General Anesthesia  (For Possible Action) 389 
(a) Shawn B. Davis, DMD 390 

 391 
Board Member Moore indicated that he and Board Member Lee reviewed the application, all was in 392 
order, and recommended approval to grant a 90-day extension of Dr. Davis’ temporary General 393 
Anesthesia Permit.   394 
 395 

MOTION: Board Member West moved that the Board approve to grant a 90-day extension of Dr. 396 
Davis’ temporary General Anesthesia permit.  Motion seconded by Board Member 397 
Thompson.  All were in favor, motion passed.  398 

 399 
(2) Moderate Sedation (patients 13 years of age & older)  (For Possible Action) 400 

(a) Jacob Hamblin, DDS 401 
(b) Kostika Polena, DMD 402 
(c) Jong M. Um, DDS 403 

 404 
Board Member Moore indicated that he and Board Member Lee reviewed the applications; all was in 405 
order and they recommended the approval to grant a 90-day extension of Dr. Hamblin’s, Dr. Polena’s, 406 
and Dr. Um’s temporary Moderate Sedation (13 years of age & older) permits.   407 
 408 

MOTION: Board Member Thompson moved to approve to grant a 90-day extension of Dr.  409 
Hamblin’s, Dr. Polena’s, and Dr. Um’s, temporary Moderate Sedation (patients 13 years 410 
of age & older) permits.  Motion seconded by Board Member Lemon.  All were in favor, 411 
motion passed.   412 

 413 
 414 
*15.  Approval of Temporary Anesthesia Permit (For Possible Action) 415 
 416 

(1) General Anesthesia  (For Possible Action) 417 
(a) Blair M. Thomas, DMD 418 

 419 
Board Member Moore indicated that he and Board Member Lee reviewed the application, all was in 420 
order, and recommended approval of granting Dr. Thomas a temporary General Anesthesia permit.   421 
 422 

MOTION: Board Member Thompson moved that the board grant Dr. Thomas a temporary General 423 
Anesthesia permit.  Motion seconded by Board Member West.  All were in favor, motion 424 
passed.   425 

 426 
 427 
 428 
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(2)  Moderate Sedation (pediatric specialty) (For Possible Action) 429 
 (a)  Terry C. Meads, Jr., DMD 430 

 431 
Board Member Moore indicated that he and Board Member Lee reviewed the application, all was in 432 
order, and recommended approval of granting Dr. Meads a temporary Moderate Sedation (pediatric 433 
specialty) permit.   434 
 435 

MOTION: Board Member West moved that the board grant Dr. Meads for a temporary Moderate 436 
Sedation (pediatric specialty) permit.  Motion seconded by Board Member Lemon.  All 437 
were in favor, motion passed.   438 

 439 
 440 
*16.  Approval of Board Member Dental Hygiene Review Panel Member April 2020 through December 31,     441 

2020 – NRS 631.190 (For Possible Action) 442 
 443 

(1) Caryn Solie, RDH – Dental Hygiene 444 
 445 
Board Member Moore thanked Ms. Solie for joining the Board and inquired if she was still willing to serve 446 
on the review panel. Board Member Solie responded affirmatively.   447 
 448 

MOTION: Board Member Park moved to approve Board Member Solie to the Dental Hygiene 449 
Review Panel.  Motion seconded by Board Member Lee. All were in favor, with Board 450 
Member Solie abstaining, motion passed.  451 

 452 
 453 

*17.  Discussion and approval of lease for Office located at 2575 Montessori Street; Las Vegas,   NV 89117  454 
(For Possible Action) 455 

 456 
Agenda item removed. 457 

 458 
 459 
 460 

 18. Public Comment:  This public comment period is for any matter that is within the jurisdiction of the public body.  No 461 
action may be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included 462 
on the agenda as an action item.  The Chairperson of the Board will impose a time limit of three (3) minutes.  The Chairperson 463 
may allow additional time at his/her discretion. 464 

 465 
Charles Buchannan stated that pursuant to NRS 631.240 (1) and (2) did not state anywhere that the exam 466 
must be performed on a live patient.  He urged that the Continuing Education Committee look into 467 
clarifying the statute as it could be argued that the Board would have to accept the manikin exams.  He 468 
noted that in the public documents, there are letters from April from ADEX regarding the live patient 469 
exams and requested that this matter not be delayed further.  Board Member Moore kindly stated to Mr. 470 
Buchannan that the pandemic affected everyone in those months, the Board included, as they were 471 
short staffed and had vacant positions to fill.  Further, that since May the Board did not have enough 472 
board members for a quorum.  He noted that Ms. Solie was appointed to the Board just a few days prior 473 
to this board meeting.  He asked for the continued patience as the Board worked diligently to address all 474 
pending concerns and matters.   475 
 476 
Dr. Michael Bell expressed his frustrations related to the pandemic, or “plandemic” as he preferred to call 477 
it, and inquired what research had the board conducted to prove that there was a true virulent virus that 478 
has been novel and isolate.  He went on further discussing a surrogate test that the CDC is using and 479 
relying on as they study COVID-19.  He stated that without an isolated virus in a pure form, how do they 480 
know what is really happening. He spoke of the mask wearing and social distancing requirements were 481 
preplanned per Event 201.  He asked that the Board conduct investigations on the CDC’s actions and on 482 
what bases does the CDC have the rules they are implementing.  Additional discussion ensued related to 483 
the adoption of the CDC guidelines by the Board.    484 
 485 
A representative of the NDHA requested clarification on positive COVID reporting and if they were still 486 
required to use the COVID reporting form given by the DHHS.  Board Member Moore referred her to 487 
review the CDC guidelines to what reporting requirements are.  She inquired if based on the CDC 488 
guidelines would it be left to the clinician to determine if they can use ultrasonic pieces.  Board Member 489 
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Moore stated that the guidelines clearly indicated that use of aerosol generating procedures was not 490 
recommended, but if they were deemed necessary there were specific measure they had to take.   491 
 492 
Dr. William Pappas inquired if temporary licensure would be limited to graduates of Nevada schools or if it 493 
included 2020 graduates from other states, as well.  Board Member Moore clarified that it was open to 494 
2020 graduates from any state that was not able to complete the current exam requirements per the 495 
Nevada statutes.  There was light discussion regarding the dental hygienists and dentists this would apply 496 
to.  Board Member Park acknowledged Dr. Pappas’ help regarding the ADEX exam information, and 497 
invited him to participate in the CE committee meeting.  498 
 499 
 500 
 19. Announcements:  501 
 502 
Board Member Moore asked that all committee members look at all the committees they were on, and 503 
particularly asked if any was uncomfortable the chair for a particular committee notify him, and that they 504 
were welcome to request to become a regular member of the committee or to be removed from the 505 
committee altogether.  He added that if they would like to be on another committee to notify him or Mr. 506 
DiMaggio as soon as possible.  507 
 508 
 509 
*20. Adjournment (For Possible Action) 510 
 511 
Board Member Moore requested a motion to adjourn the meeting. 512 
 513 
MOTION:  Board Member Lee motioned for adjournment.  Board Member Thompson seconded the 514 
motion.  All were in favor, motion passed. 515 
 516 
 517 

Meeting Adjourned at 7:55 p.m. 518 
 Respectfully submitted by: 519 

 520 
 521 

________________________________________________ 522 
Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director 523 

 524 
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NEVADA STATE BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS 1 
2 
3 

Meeting Location: 4 5 
Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners 6 

6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Suite A-1 7 
Las Vegas, NV 89118 8 

9 
Zoom Video and Teleconferencing was available for this meeting 10 11 

Meeting Call-In Number: (669) 900 6833 12 
Meeting ID#: 993 5352 3571 13 

Zoom Video (via app) Password: 806869 14 
15 

Meeting Date & Time 16 17 
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 18 

6:00 p.m.   19 
20 

BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS NOTICE OF AGENDA & TELECONFERENCE MEETING 21 
22 
23 

PUBLIC NOTICE: 24 25 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may hold board meetings via video conference or telephone conference call.  **Due to the Governor’s 26 
Executive Order in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Board office will not be open to the general public for this meeting.  The general public is 27 
encouraged to participate via Zoom** 28 

29 
Public Comment time is available after roll call (beginning of meeting) and prior to adjournment (end of meeting).  Public Comment is limited to three 30 
(3) minutes for each individual. You may provide the Board with written comment to be added to the record.31 

32 
Persons wishing to comment may appear at the scheduled meeting/hearing or may address their comments, data, views, arguments in written form 33 
to: Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners, 6010 S. Rainbow Blvd, A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118; ATTN: Angelica Bejar; FAX number (702) 486-7046; 34 
e-mail address nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov .  Written submissions should be received by the Board on or before Monday, July 20, 2020 by 5:00 p.m. in order to35 
make copies available to members and the public. 36 

37 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may 1) address agenda items out of sequence to accommodate persons appearing before the Board 38 
or to aid the efficiency or effectiveness of the meeting; 2) combine items for consideration by the public body; 3) pul l or remove items from the 39 
agenda at any time.  The Board may convene in closed session to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence or physical 40 
or mental health of a person.  See NRS 241.030.  Prior to the commencement and conclusion of a contested case or a quasi-judicial proceeding that 41 
may affect the due process rights of an individual the board may refuse to consider public comment.  See NRS 233B.126.   42 

43 
Persons/facilities who want to be on the mailing list must submit a written request every six (6) months to the Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners at 44 
the address listed in the previous paragraph.  With regard to any board meeting or telephone conference, it is possible that an amended agenda will 45 
be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended Nevada notices will be posted in compliance with the Open Meeting Law.   46 

We are pleased to make reasonable accommodations for members of the public who are disabled and wish to attend the meeting.  If special 47 
arrangements for the meeting are necessary, please notify the Board, at (702) 486-7044, no later than 48 hours prior to the meeting.  Requests for 48 
special arrangements made after this time frame cannot be guaranteed. 49 

Pursuant to NRS 241.020(2) you may contact the Board office at (702) 486-7044 to request supporting materials for the public body, or you may 50 
download the supporting materials for the public body from the Board’s website at http://dental.nv.gov.  In addition, the supporting materials for the 51 
public body are available at the Board’s office located at 6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Ste. A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada.52 

53 
Note:  Asterisks (*) “For Possible Action” denotes items on which the Board may take action. 54 
Note:  Action by the Board on an item may be to approve, deny, amend, or tabled.55 

56 
1. Call to Order57 58 

Roll call/ Quorum 59 
Board Member Moore called the meeting to order at approximately 6:24 p.m. and Mr.  Frank DiMaggio 60 
conducted the following roll call: 61 

62 
Dr. D. Kevin Moore (President)------------  PRESENT Dr. Ronald Lemon --------------- PRESENT 

Dr. David Lee (Secretary-Treasurer) ---- PRESENT Dr. Ronald West ------------------ PRESENT 

Dr. Elizabeth Park -------------------------------PRESENT Ms. Caryn Solie ------------------- PRESENT 
W. Todd Thompson --------------------------- EXCUSED Ms. Gabrielle Cioffi -------------  PRESENT 

Mrs. Jana McIntyre --------------------------- PRESENT

63 
Others present: Phil Su, Esquire, Board General Counsel; Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director. 64 

65 
66 

DRAFT MINUTES 

mailto:nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov
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2. Public Comment:  The public comment period is limited to matters specifically noticed on the agenda.  No action may 67 
be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included on the 68 
agenda as an action item.  Comments by the public may be limited to three minutes as a reasonable time, place and 69 
manner restriction, but may not be limited based upon viewpoint.  The Chairperson may allow additional time at his/her 70 
discretion. 71 

72 
There was no public comment made.  73 

74 
*3. President’s Report: (For Possible Action) 75 76 

*a. Request to remove agenda item(s) (For Possible Action)77 
78 

There were no requests to remove any agenda items. 79 
80 

*b. Approve Agenda (For Possible Action)81 
82 

MOTION: Board Member Lee moved to approve the agenda. Motion seconded by Board Member 83 
West. All were in favor; motion passed. 84 

85 
Board Member Solie stated that she would like to recuse herself from the ratification of the draft 86 
minutes.   87 

88 
*4.  Secretary – Treasurer’s Report: (For Possible Action)89 

90 
*a. Minutes (For Possible Action)91 

92 
(1) Infection Control Committee Meeting – 02/28/202093 
(2) Employment Committee Meeting – 03/03/202094 
(3) Board Meeting – 03/05/202095 
(4) Employment Committee Meeting – 03/07/202096 
(5) Anesthesia Committee Meeting – 03/12/202097 
(6) Board Meeting – 03/12/202098 
(7) Emergency Board Meeting – 03/16/202099 
(8) Employment Committee Meeting – 04/07/2020100 
(9) Disciplinary Committee Meeting – 04/16/2020101 
(10) Board Meeting – 04/18/2020102 
(11) Continuing Education Committee Meeting – 04/24/2020103 
(12) Employment Committee Meeting – 04/24/2020104 
(13) Board Meeting – 04/30/2020105 

106 
Board Member Lee stated that all board members should have had the opportunity to review the draft 107 
minutes and inquired if there were any amendments or changes to be made. He noted a discrepancy 108 
on the March 12th Board meeting minutes and stated that for agenda item (6)(d) regarding Catherine 109 
Buckley should have been excluded from the approval of the inspectors, and therefore noted that the 110 
minutes would need to be changed to reflect the exclusion of Ms. Buckley.  111 

112 
Mr. DiMaggio noted that for the April 24th Employment Committee meeting minutes, there was yellow 113 
highlight that needed to be removed.    114 

115 
MOTION: Board Member West motioned to approve the draft minutes with the noted changes to 116 

be made.  Motion seconded by Board Member McIntyre.  All were in favor; motion 117 
passed.  118 

119 
120 

*5. General Counsel’s Report: (For Possible Action)121 
122 

*a. Review Panel Report123 
124 

General Counsel for the Board, Mr. Phil Su, stated that the Review Panel had had three (3) meeting 125 
sessions thus far and had reviewed a total of 32 cases of which they were recommending that 21 cases 126 
be remanded; 7 cases were referred back for further investigation; 3 cases were regarding dental 127 
hygienists and would be forwarded to the Dental Hygiene Review Panel for review; and 1 proposed 128 
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stipulation agreement that he was currently negotiating with the licensees counsel.  Board Member 129 
Moore clarified that there was no action required for this item as it was for informational purposes only.  130 
Board Member Lee inquired if the Board would need to approve the remands.  Mr. Su stated that that 131 
was an excellent point and noted that at some point he would be preparing a full report for the board 132 
regarding the matters that will be presented before them for the recommended remands, which he will 133 
need to redact the names of the files since pursuant to statute the complaints are to remain confidential.  134 

135 
136 

*6.  New Business: (For Possible Action)137 
138 

Board Member Moore noted that the Employment Committee met prior to the Board meeting.  He stated 139 
that the Board currently has a part-time investigator position that was overtasked with not just trying to 140 
figure out what transpired with the complaint but also with trying to obtain records and trying to distill 141 
some of the information from the complaints.  He noted that some of the complaint files are hundreds of 142 
pages thick with information, among other things.  He noted that the most recent audit requested that 143 
the Board have more oversight.  He indicated that the Employment Committee was recommending to 144 
the Board that they create a Dental Examiner position that separates the basic gathering of the 145 
information and the investigatory process that involves talking to the patient, talking to the dentist, and 146 
gathering as much information as possible but not really looking at it from a medical or dental standpoint.  147 
He explained that the Dental Examiner would distill the information obtained into a synopsis for the 148 
Review Panel, which may alleviate the review panel from having to review all documents obtained 149 
during the investigation, and that it would give the review panel an extra pair of eyes.  He stated that the 150 
position has not been specifically defined as to the duties, however, the discussion held by the 151 
Employment Committee had was to define the duties, the wage, etc. but have a very specific checklist 152 
they would want to have from the Dental Examiner before presenting the complaint case to the Review 153 
Panel.  He stated that this position would eliminate the position of agenda item (6)(b), which is the part-154 
time Board Investigator, which lumped the duties all into one person, whereas the Employment 155 
Committee is recommending separating the tasks amongst the proposed Dental Reviewer position which 156 
would be one section of what the previous investigator position was doing.  Board Member Moore stated 157 
that the gathering of materials and requesting records would be tasked to the proposed position of 158 
agenda item (6)(c), the proposed temporary full-time Legal Secretary position, to assist in the backlog of 159 
the complaints.   160 

161 
Board Member Park inquired about the number of complaints that are backlogged.  Mr. Su stated that 162 
there were approximately 120 to 150 case matters that are awaiting review by the dental review panel.  163 
He discussed further the current status of a number of complaints that had either been reviewed or were 164 
received since his employment.  Board Member Park inquired if the position would be just until they are 165 
caught up on the backlog of complaints or if they anticipated keeping the position.  Board Member 166 
Moore inquired if she was referring to the proposed Dental Reviewer position or the proposed Legal 167 
Secretary position.  Board Member Park clarified that she was referring to the Legal Secretary position.  168 
Board Member Moore stated that they were only recommending it be a temporary position and for it to 169 
be determined since the position would be used to help the Board with the backlog of complaints.  170 
Board Member Lee stated that the reason that the position was a temporary position was due to the 171 
hiring freeze, but that they hoped it would eventually transition into a permanent position to assist with 172 
managing the complaint cases.  He noted that the Legal Secretary, in the future, could be tasked with 173 
document gathering for the complaints.  Board Member Park stated that it would be helpful to have the 174 
Legal Secretary available once the backlog of the complaints is caught up so that she could utilize that 175 
person to help if there are any issues with Infection Control as there may be some documentation that 176 
they might need to catch up with.  Board Member’s Lee and Moore both stated, yes, they could utilize 177 
the Legal Secretary to assist wherever they may be needed.   178 

179 
180 

*a.   Discussion and recommendation of the creation of a dental reviewer position to be presented 181 
  to Board  for approval (For Possible Action) 182 

183 
Board Member Moore called for a motion to accept the recommendation from the Employment 184 
Committee to create a dental reviewer position.  He noted that should the Board approve the position, 185 
the Employment Committee would then meet at a future date to vet all the details to present to the 186 
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Board for final approval. 187 
188 

MOTION: Board Member West moved to recommend the approval of the Dental Examiner position 189 
with future specifics of the exact duties and pay to be tasked to the Employment 190 
Committee for discussion for future approval by the Board.  Motion seconded by Board 191 
Member Lee. Discussion:  Board Member Solie stated that the title of ‘examiner’ was a 192 
misnomer and that the agenda calls them a reviewer. She added that calling them an 193 
‘examiner’ would mean that they would be an examiner for licensure, similar to being a 194 
WREB or CDCA examiner.  She recommended that the Board select a different word for 195 
the position.  Board Member Moore stated that the committee did discuss the name and 196 
referenced NRS 631.190.  There was discussion of why the committee elected not to use 197 
the term ‘reviewer’ which was followed by proposed term ideas for the position.   Mr. Su 198 
suggested that perhaps they could task the Employment Committee with determining an 199 
alternate title for the position when discussing the duties of the position.  Board Member 200 
West amended his motion to include that the future duties, the future pay scale, and the 201 
exact title of the position be determined by the Employment committee for discussion and 202 
review for the final board.  Board Member Lee seconded the amended motion.  Board 203 
Member Cioffi added that the Employment Committee also determine if the position 204 
would be a part-time or full-time position, and suggested the title “Complaint Analyst.”   205 
Board Member Lee inquired if the position would be dental board members.  Board 206 
Member Moore stated that though it was discussed by the Employment Committee it was 207 
not listed on the agenda and clarified to the Board that the Employment Committee in 208 
their discussions of the position suggested rotating Board Members to conduct the 209 
investigations, but it was mentioned that it was important to have a panel of specialists 210 
and general dentists, similar to the pool of inspectors and evaluators, to select from for the 211 
initial complaint process before it reaches the review panel.  All were in favor; motion 212 
passed.  213 

214 
215 

*b.  Discussion and consideration of recommendation to elimination part-time Board investigator 216 
   position for board approval (For Possible Action)217 

218 
Board Member Moore called for a motion. 219 

220 
MOTION: Board Member Lee motioned to eliminate the part-time Board Investigator position and notify 221 
Dr. Steven Hall that his position had been eliminated.  Motion seconded by Board Member West. 222 
Discussion:  Board Member Solie inquired if they would need to state an elimination date since it would 223 
take some time before the Employment Committee could meet to finalize the details of the new position 224 
and the Board may still need the investigator until such time that they have the new position filled.  Board 225 
Member Lee stated that the elimination of the position was effective immediately.  Mr. DiMaggio stated 226 
that Dr. Steven Hall has been on paid administrative leave since approximately mid-May.  He noted that 227 
the Board has been without the services of any investigator since that time.   He stated that the motion 228 
by Board Member Lee was to reflect that the elimination was effective immediately.  All were in favor; 229 
motion passed.  230 

231 
232 

*c. Approval/Rejection of recommendation from Employment Committee to approve a temporary233 
full-time Legal Secretary position (For Possible Action) 234 

235 
Board Member Moore called for a motion.  236 

237 
MOTION: Board Member Lee moved to approve the position.  Motion seconded by Board Member 238 

McIntyre. Discussion: Board Member Park inquired of the pay range for the position.  Board 239 
Member Moore stated that the advertisement for the position was already posted, so the 240 
approval was retro-active to them running the advertisement which listed the pay range 241 
to be $15 to $30 per hour.  All were in favor; motion passed.  242 

243 
244 
245 
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246 
*d.   Approval by Board to grant Executive Director Authority to interview and hire job applicants for247 

staff positions other than General Counsel, Infection Control Inspectors, and Anesthesia 248 
Evaluators; and dismiss employees, other than General Counsel, Infection Control Inspectors, 249 
and Anesthesia Evaluators, on behalf of Board, retroactive to April 24, 2020 (For Possible Action) 250 

251 
Board Member Moore stated that this agenda item would grant the Executive Director the authority to 252 
interview and hire for employee positions with the exception of the General Counsel position, Infection 253 
Control Inspectors, and the Anesthesia Evaluators; while also authorizing him to dismiss any employees 254 
with the exceptions noted previously.  He noted that it would be retroactive back to April 24, 2020.  Board 255 
Member Park noted that she would need to leave the meeting. It was noted that Board Member Park’s 256 
early departure from the meeting would affect the Board’s quorum.   257 

258 
MOTION: Board Member Lee moved to approve.  Motion seconded by Board Member West. All 259 

were in favor; motion passed. 260 
261 

Board Member Park agreed to stay to allow them to adjourn the meeting.  262 
263 
264 

*e. Consideration and approval/rejection to hire part-time Infection Control Employee265 
(For Possible Action)266 

267 
(1) Natalia Y. Hill, RDH268 

269 
Due to loss of quorum, this item to be placed on the July 28, 2020 Board meeting agenda.  270 

271 
*f.  Approval of Temporary Anesthesia Permit (For Possible Action)272 

273 
(1) General Anesthesia  (For Possible Action)274 

(a) Pouya Sohrab Partovi, DDS275 
276 

Due to loss of quorum, this item to be placed on the July 28, 2020 Board meeting agenda.  277 
278 

*g.  Approval of Permanent Anesthesia Permit (For Possible Action)279 
280 

(1) Moderate Sedation (Pediatric Specialty)  (For Possible Action)281 
(a) Robert Bruce Howell, DDS282 

283 
Due to loss of quorum, this item to be placed on the July 28, 2020 Board meeting agenda.  284 

285 
*h.  Approval of Voluntary Surrender of License – NAC 631.160 (For Possible Action)286 

287 
(1) Julian Freeman, DMD288 
(2) Benjamin A. Neibaur, DMD289 
(3) Joseph E. Morneau, DDS290 
(4) Michael C. Li, DDS291 
(5) Madelyn S. Blanton, RDH292 

293 
Due to loss of quorum, this item to be placed on the July 28, 2020 Board meeting agenda.  294 

295 
*i.  Appointment and proposed changes to Committees (For Possible Action)296 

(1) Anesthesia Committee297 
(2) Budget and Finance Committee298 
(3) Committee on Dental Hygiene and Dental Therapy299 
(4) Continuing Education Committee300 
(5) Disciplinary Committee301 
(6) Employment Committee302 
(7) Examination Liaisons303 
(8) Infection Control Committee304 
(9) Legislative, Legal and Dental Practice Committee305 

306 
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Due to loss of quorum, this item to be placed on the July 28, 2020 Board meeting agenda.  307 
308 
309 

6. Public Comment:  This public comment period is for any matter that is within the jurisdiction of the public body.  No310 
action may be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included311 
on the agenda as an action item.  The Chairperson of the Board will impose a time limit of three (3) minutes.  The Chairperson312 
may allow additional time at his/her discretion.313 

314 
There was no public comment.  315 

316 
317 

7. Announcements318 
319 

There were no announcements.  320 
321 
322 
323 

*8. Adjournment (For Possible Action)324 
325 

Board Member Moore called for adjournment. 326 
327 

MOTION: Board Member Lee motioned to adjourn the Board meeting at approximately 6:58 p.m.  Motion 328 
seconded by Board Member West.  All were in favor, motion passed.   329 

330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 

Respectfully submitted: 337 
338 

__________________________________________ 339 
Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director 340 
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NEVADA STATE BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS 1 
2 

Meeting Location: 3 4 
Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners 5 

6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Suite A-1 6 
Las Vegas, NV 89118 7 

8 
Zoom Video and Teleconferencing was available for this meeting 9 10 

Meeting Call-In Number: (669) 900 6833 11 
Meeting ID#: 945 8003 0423 12 

Zoom Video (via app) Password: 909215 13 
14 

Meeting Date & Time 15 16 
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 17 

5:30 p.m.  18 
19 

Draft Minutes 20 
NOTICE OF AGENDA & TELECONFERENCE MEETING FOR THE EMPLOYMENT 21 

COMMITTEE  22 
(David Lee, DMD, (Chair); Ronald West, DMD; D. Kevin Moore, DDS; Jana McIntyre, RDH)23 

24
PUBLIC NOTICE: 25

The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may hold board meetings via video conference or telephone conference call.  **Due to the 26 
Governor’s Executive Order in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Board office will not be open to the general public for this meeting.  27 
The general public is encouraged to participate via teleconference** 28 29 
Public Comment time is available after roll call (beginning of meeting) and prior to adjournment (end of meeting).  Public Comment is limited 30 
to three (3) minutes for each individual. You may provide the Board with written comment to be added to the record.  31 32 
Persons wishing to comment may appear at the scheduled meeting/hearing or may address their comments, data, views, arguments in 33 
written form to: Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners, 6010 S. Rainbow Blvd, A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118; FAX number (702) 486-7046; e-34 
mail address nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov .  Written submissions should be received by the Board on or before Monday, July 20, 2020 by 5:00 p.m. in 35 
order to make copies available to members and the public.  36 37 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may 1) address agenda items out of sequence to accommodate persons appearing before the 38 
Board or to aid the efficiency or effectiveness of the meeting; 2) combine items for consideration by the public body; 3) pull or remove items 39 
from the agenda at any time.  The Board may convene in closed session to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional 40 
competence or physical or mental health of a person.  See NRS 241.030.  Prior to the commencement and conclusion of a contested case or 41 
a quasi-judicial proceeding that may affect the due process rights of an individual the board may refuse to consider public comment.  See 42 
NRS 233B.126.  43 44 
Persons/facilities who want to be on the mailing list must submit a written request every six (6) months to the Nevada State Board of Dental 45 
Examiners at the address listed in the previous paragraph.  With regard to any board meeting or telephone conference, it is possible that an 46 
amended agenda will be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended Nevada notices will be posted in compliance with 47 
the Open Meeting Law.  48 
We are pleased to make reasonable accommodations for members of the public who are disabled and wish to attend the meeting.  If 49 
special arrangements for the meeting are necessary, please notify the Board, at (702) 486-7044, no later than 48 hours prior to the meeting. 50 
Requests for special arrangements made after this time frame cannot be guaranteed. 51 
Pursuant to NRS 241.020(2) you may contact the Board office at (702) 486-7044, to request supporting materials for the public body or you may 52 
download the supporting materials for the public body from the Board’s website at http://dental.nv.gov In addition, the supporting materials 53 
for the public body are available at the Board’s office located at 6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Ste. A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada.54 

55 
Note:  Asterisks (*) “For Possible Action” denotes items on which the Board may take action. 56 
Note:  Action by the Board on an item may be to approve, deny, amend, or tabled.57 

58 
1. Call to Order59 60 

Roll call/ Quorum 61 
Committee Member Lee called the meeting to order at approximately 5:38 p.m. and Mr. Frank 62 
DiMaggio, Executive Director, conducted the following roll call: 63 

64 
Dr. Ronald West ------- PRESENT Dr. D. Kevin Moore --- PRESENT 
Dr. David Lee ---------- PRESENT (Chair) Mrs. Jana McIntyre -------- PRESENT 

6566
Others Present: Phil Su, Esquire, Board General Counsel; Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director; Rosalie 67 
Bordelove, DAG, Board Co-Counsel. 68 

mailto:nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov
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69 
2. Public Comment:  The public comment period is limited to matters specifically noticed on the agenda.  No70 

action may be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically 71 
included on the agenda as an action item.  Comments by the public may be limited to three minutes as a 72 
reasonable time, place and manner restriction, but may not be limited based upon viewpoint.  The Chairperson may 73 
allow additional time at his/her discretion. 74 

75 
There was no public comment made. 76 

77 
*3. President Chairman’s Report: (For Possible Action)78 79 

*a. Request to remove agenda item(s) (For Possible Action)80 
*b. Approve Agenda (For Possible Action)81 

82 
Committee Member Lee had no request to remove items from the agenda and called for a motion 83 
to approve the agenda. 84 

85 
MOTION: Committee Member Moore moved to approve the agenda. Motion seconded by 86 
Committee Member West. All were in favor; motion passed. 87 

88 
*4.    Discussion and recommendation of the creation of a dental reviewer position to be presented89 

to Board for approval (For Possible Action) 90 
91 

Committee Member Lee called for discussion. He stated what the current position was and the 92 
noted the task assigned to possibly change the position and process of how complaints are 93 
investigated.  Committee Member Moore stated that the old position they had was a dental 94 
investigator who had various parts to their job, which included securing records that were relevant 95 
to the complaint, contacting the patient, the dentist or the hygienist named in the complaint; they 96 
would write reviews, and there was freedom for them to discuss possible solutions with the 97 
complainant.  He further stated that the investigator would make recommendations sometimes for 98 
the Board to look at, but that it should go to the review panel.  Further, that in order to make the 99 
process more formal, and have a more directed way of running the complaint process, they would 100 
change it so that there would be certain in-house duties that the staff would have.  He noted that 101 
later in the agenda there would be discussion regarding having a legal secretary that would do the 102 
record securing and to make sure that all of the information related to the complaint is put 103 
together.  Further, that the dental reviewer would essentially review all the material gathered and 104 
would write a specific report.  When the review panel looks at the issue, the review panel will have 105 
all the records to look at and they would have an independent person that has reviewed the 106 
complaint, the records, and has written a report.  He stated that the position would be a trained 107 
position with duties that the Board would outline and define that would allow better oversight by 108 
the Board.  He stated that the members of the review panel would rotate reviewing a complaint, 109 
which would not preclude them from having a panel.  Committee Member West inquired if this 110 
would create a sort of second review panel to help offset the load of complaints to be reviewed.  111 
Committee Member Moore explained that this position would review the entire case to help distill 112 
the investigative material to present to the review panel to hopefully expedite their review process.   113 
Mr. Su described in detail what the position would entail and how it would be beneficial to obtain 114 
someone with an investigation background and not limit it to someone with just dental experience.  115 
There was some discussion regarding what the dental reviewer position would entail.  Committee 116 
Member Moore clarified that the position would be a person that did more than just render an 117 
opinion based on knowledge, it would be a person that knows how to not only conduct an 118 
investigation, but who also has the knowledge of dentistry.  119 

120 
Committee Member Moore stated that it would be good to have non-board members and 121 
specialists reviewing certain matters.  There was discussion of rotating members of the review panel 122 
and/or board to conduct the reviews, and not jeopardize a quorum of board members when they 123 
hold a board meeting.  Additional discussion ensued regarding Board formal hearings and how 124 
very few they hold.  Committee Member Lee stated that it would best serve the board to utilize 125 
their board members to review the complaints and when they run into a quorum issue, it was 126 
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beneficial to know that they could appoint someone outside of the board to fill in at a formal 127 
hearing so that the Board could obtain a quorum.  Committee Member Moore stated that by 128 
having a pool of dental reviewers, they could have one of them fill in at a Board formal hearing in 129 
the event that the Board cannot obtain a quorum of the Governor appointed Board member 130 
positions due to Board member being used to review complaints.   There was discussion of granting 131 
the Executive Director the authority to appoint someone to fill in for a recused Board member at a 132 
formal hearing, which the Board would vote on at a future meeting.  Committee Member West 133 
liked the idea of having a pool of individuals that the Executive Director could select from to 134 
temporarily appoint to the Board so that a quorum could be obtained during such occurrences.  135 
Committee Member Lee inquired if that could be applied to the committee when they are short 136 
members for a quorum or if it could only be applied when the Board is short a quorum for a 137 
meeting.  Mr. DiMaggio clarified that they could only do so for Board Formal Hearing and not 138 
Committee or Board meetings.  Committee Member McIntyre suggested that when complaints 139 
that are reviewed are found to not fall under the Board’s jurisdiction, that the review panel member 140 
or dental reviewer should be able to tell the review panel that the Board did not have jurisdiction 141 
over those cases, and to send a letter stating so.  She noted that the key to the review panel was 142 
training.  Committee Member Moore stated that when a complaint is first received they believe 143 
that the General Counsel and the Executive Director should be reviewing them for jurisdiction.  144 
Committee Member Lee stated that the initial Dental Reviewers would be Board members.  145 
Committee Member Moore stated that the Employment Committee was suggesting having Board 146 
Members be the dental reviewers, but ultimately it would be for the Board to decide.  Committee 147 
Member Lee stated that he was in favor of using the Board Members to act as dental reviewers 148 
initially. 149 

150 
There was discussion of defining the duties of the dental reviewer and the requirements, and the 151 
hourly rate of the position.    Mr. DiMaggio spoke of the California Medical Board and how they 152 
have training programs that their board sponsors, and offers CME credit to those who complete 153 
their program.  He also spoke of the Louisiana Medical Board and a similar position they have and 154 
their requirements to be completed.  He noted that the Board would need to determine the 155 
requirements for the position, as well as the hourly rate.  He further noted that the Board would 156 
need to determine if the reviewer will be a Board member, an employee, an independent 157 
contractor, or any combination thereof.  Committee Member Lee noted that in the statutes a 158 
Board member can definitely investigate or the Board can appoint an investigator.   Committee 159 
Member Lee inquired if it were certain that a board member could conduct the investigations.   Mr. 160 
DiMaggio stated that he would defer the question to Mr. Su of whether or not a Board member 161 
could be a dental reviewer as opposed to just an investigator.   Committee member Lee stated 162 
that the end result is a review of the investigation.  He then stated that perhaps they should not use 163 
the term ‘reviewer’ because the review panel would actually be the ones reviewing the complaint.  164 
There was discussion regarding changing the term ‘reviewer’ to avoid confusion between the 165 
position and the review panel.   There was discussion of several different possibilities to change the 166 
position title to.  General Counsel, Mr. Su, stated that the committee should outline the duties of the 167 
position regardless and then provide several options of position title to help expedite the process for 168 
the Board.  169 

170 
MOTION: Committee Member West motioned to create a Dental Reviewer position for Board 171 

approval and to more closely define the position’s rate and scale of pay, and the 172 
position could  include Board Members and others to be determined and potential 173 
specialists.  Committee Member Moore inquired whether, for the sake of semantics, 174 
Committee Member West would be inclined to call the position a Dental Consultant 175 
in lieu of ‘Reviewer’ and referenced NRS 631.190.   Committee Member Lee stated 176 
that he was uncertain of using the term ‘Reviewer’ as it may be confused with the 177 
review panel.  Mr. Su suggested the term ‘Examiner.’  Committee Member West 178 
amended his motion to change the language from ‘Dental Reviewer’ position to 179 
‘Dental Examiner’ position.  Motion seconded by Committee Member Moore. 180 
Discussion: Committee Member West clarified that the Board at a future time would 181 
determine if the position would be filled by a board member at the same time when 182 
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they discuss the pay rate for the position.   Committee Member Moore asked if 183 
Committee Member West could clarify his motion for the record.  Committee 184 
Member West stated that his motion was to recommend to the Board that they 185 
create a Dental Examiner position, and in the future, define specific duties, whether 186 
the position could be filled by a  board member or an outside person approved by 187 
the Board, and how the pay scale would be done, but that the position be 188 
approved.  Committee Member Moore reaffirmed his second to the motion.  All 189 
were in favor, motion passed.   190 

191 
*5.     Discussion and consideration of recommendation to eliminate part-time Board investigator192 

position for board approval (For Possible Action) 193 
194 

Committee Member Lee stated that the duties of this position would be taken over partly by the 195 
legal secretary and dental reviewer/examiner. 196 197 

MOTION:  Committee Member West moved to approve to recommend eliminating the part-198 
time Board Investigator position.  Motion seconded by Committee Member 199 
McIntyre.   All were in favor; motion passed.    200 

201 
*6.     Discussion and recommendation of temporary full-time Legal Secretary Position for potential202 

retroactive approval by the Board (For Possible Action) 203 
204 

Committee Member Lee stated that this would be for retroactive approval, but clarified that while 205 
the position was posted online, the position had not been filled.  There was discussion of the setting 206 
the pay range for the position.  Mr. DiMaggio stated that they had previously discussed a pay 207 
range of $15-$30.  Committee Member West noted that in previous discussions with General 208 
Counsel, he was overwhelmed with the backlog of work and he felt that the temporary Legal 209 
Secretary position was necessary.  He added that once General Counsel was caught up, the Legal 210 
Secretary could be used to help gather information for the complaints and assisting the Dental 211 
Examiner.  212 213 

MOTION: Committee Member Moore moved the recommend the retroactive approval of the 214 
position.  Motion seconded by Committee Member West.  All were in favor; motion 215 
passed.   216 

217 
7. Public Comment:  This public comment period is for any matter that is within the jurisdiction of the public body. 218 

No action may be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically 219 
included on the agenda as an action item.  The Chairperson of the Board will impose a time limit of three (3) minutes.  The 220 
Chairperson may allow additional time at his/her discretion. 221 

222 
There was no public comment made. 223 

224 
8. Announcements225 

226 
There were no announcements made. 227 

228 
*9. Adjournment (For Possible Action)229 

230 
Committee Member Lee asked for a motion for adjournment. 231 

232 
MOTION:  Committee Member Moore made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 233 

approximately 6:12 p.m.  Motion seconded by Committee Member West.   All 234 
were in favor; motion passed. 235 

236 
237 

Respectfully submitted: 238 
239 

__________________________________________ 240 
Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director 241 
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NEVADA STATE BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS 1 
2 

Meeting Location: 3 4 
Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners 5 

6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Suite A-1 6 
Las Vegas, NV 89118 7 

8 
Zoom Video and Teleconferencing was available for this meeting 9 10 

Meeting Call-In Number: (669) 900 6833 11 
Meeting ID#: 938 3380 8015 12 

Zoom Video (via app) Password: 043572 13 
14 

Meeting Date & Time 15 16 
Tuesday, July 28, 2020 17 

6:30 p.m.  18 
19 

BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS NOTICE OF AGENDA & TELECONFERENCE MEETING 20 
21 
22 

PUBLIC NOTICE: 23 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may hold board meetings via video conference or telephone conference call.  **Due to the 24 
Governor’s Executive Order in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Board office will not be open to the general public for 25 
this meeting.  The general public is encouraged to participate via Zoom** 26 

27 
Public Comment time was available after roll call (beginning of meeting) and prior to adjournment (end of meeting).  Public Comment was limited 28 
to three (3) minutes for each individual. Participants may provide the Board with written comment to be added to the record.   29 

30 
Persons wishing to comment may appear at the scheduled meeting/hearing or may address their comments, data, views, arguments in written 31 
form to: Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners, 6010 S. Rainbow Blvd, A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118; ATTN: Angelica Bejar; FAX number (702) 32 
486-7046; e-mail address nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov .  Written submissions should be received by the Board on or before Monday, July 27, 2020 by 3:0033 
p.m. in order to make copies available to members and the public. 34 

35 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may 1) address agenda items out of sequence to accommodate persons appearing before the 36 
Board or to aid the efficiency or effectiveness of the meeting; 2) combine items for consideration by the public body; 3) pul l or remove items from 37 
the agenda at any time.  The Board may convene in closed session to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence or 38 
physical or mental health of a person.  See NRS 241.030.  Prior to the commencement and conclusion of a contested case or a quasi-judicial 39 
proceeding that may affect the due process rights of an individual the board may refuse to consider public comment.  See NRS 233B.126.   40 

41 
Persons/facilities who want to be on the mailing list must submit a written request every six (6) months to the Nevada State Board of Dental 42 
Examiners at the address listed in the previous paragraph.  With regard to any board meeting or telephone conference, it is possible that an 43 
amended agenda will be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended Nevada notices will be posted in compliance with the 44 
Open Meeting Law.   45 

We are pleased to make reasonable accommodations for members of the public who are disabled and wish to attend the meeting.  If special 46 
arrangements for the meeting are necessary, please notify the Board, at (702) 486-7044, no later than 48 hours prior to the meeting.  Requests for 47 
special arrangements made after this time frame cannot be guaranteed. 48 

Pursuant to NRS 241.020(2) you may contact the Board office at (702) 486-7044 to request supporting materials for the public body, or you may 49 
download the supporting materials for the public body from the Board’s website at http://dental.nv.gov.  In addition, the supporting materials for 50 
the public body are available at the Board’s office located at 6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Ste. A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada.51 

52 
Note:  Asterisks (*) “For Possible Action” denotes items on which the Board may take action. 53 
Note:  Action by the Board on an item may be to approve, deny, amend, or tabled.54 

55 56 
1. Call to Order57 58 

Roll call/ Quorum 59 
60 

Board Member Moore apologized for starting late due to the Committee meeting running over, and 61 
called the meeting to order at approximately 6:59 p.m.  Mr. Frank DiMaggio conducted the following 62 
roll call: 63 

64 
Dr. D. Kevin Moore (President)------------  PRESENT Dr. Ronald Lemon --------------- PRESENT 

Dr. David Lee (Secretary-Treasurer) ---- PRESENT Dr. Ronald West ------------------ PRESENT 

Dr. Elizabeth Park ----------------------------- PRESENT Ms. Caryn Solie ------------------ PRESENT 
W. Todd Thompson -------------------------- PRESENT Ms. Gabrielle Cioffi -------------  PRESENT 

Mrs. Jana McIntyre --------------------------- PRESENT

DRAFT MINUTES 
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Executive Staff present: Phil Su, Esquire, Board General Counsel; Rosalie Bordelove, DAG, Board Co-65 
Counsel; Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director; Angelica Bejar, Public Information-Travel Administrator. 66 

67 
68 

2. Public Comment:  The public comment period is limited to matters specifically noticed on the agenda.  No action69 
may be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included on70 
the agenda as an action item.  Comments by the public may be limited to three minutes as a reasonable time, place71 
and manner restriction, but may not be limited based upon viewpoint.  The Chairperson may allow additional time at72 
his/her discretion.73 

74 
There was no public comment made. 75 

76 
77 

*3. President’s Report: (For Possible Action) 78 79 
*a. Request to remove agenda item(s) (For Possible Action)80 

81 
There were no requests made. 82 

83 
*b. Approve Agenda (For Possible Action)84 

85 
MOTION: Board Member Thompson moved to approve the agenda.  Board Member Lee seconded 86 
the motion. All were in favor, motion passed.   87 

88 
89 

*4. Secretary – Treasurer’s Report: (For Possible Action) 90 
91 

*a. Minutes (For Possible Action)92 
93 

(1) Budget and Finance Committee Meeting – 06/23/202094 
95 

Board Member Lee stated that all board members should have had the opportunity to review the 96 
draft minutes and inquired if there were any amendments or changes to be made.   97 

98 
MOTION: Board Member Lee moved to approve the minutes. Board Member Cioffi seconded 99 

the motion.  All were in favor, motion passed. 100 
101 
102 
103 

5. General Counsel’s Report: (Informational Purposes Only) 104 
105 

General Counsel, Mr. Su, stated that the Review Panel convened that week where they reviewed 106 
twenty (25) matters.  He noted that they were recommending that eight (8) cases be remanded; one 107 
(1) matter to be referred to the Dental Hygiene Review Panel; five (5) were referred for proposed108 
stipulation agreements, and eleven (11) were being referred back for additional investigation and/or109 
follow-up at a future review panel meeting.110 

111 
112 

*6. Old Business: (For Possible Action) 113 
114 
115 

*a. Consideration and approval/rejection to hire part-time Infection Control Employee116 
(For Possible Action) 117 

118 
(1) Natalia Y. Hill, RDH119 

120 
Board Member Moore stated that Ms. Natalia Hill applied for a part-time Infection Control Employee 121 
position, that she met the criteria, and he recommended approval.  122 

123 
MOTION:  Board Member Park moved to approve the hire of Ms. Natalia Hill, RDH as a part-124 

time Infection Control Employee. Board Member McIntyre seconded the motion.  All 125 
were in favor, motion passed. 126 

127 
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*b. Approval of Temporary Anesthesia Permit (For Possible Action)128 
129 

(1) General Anesthesia  (For Possible Action)130 
(a) Pouya Sohrab Partovi, DDS131 

132 
[Additional temporary anesthesia permit – GA for consideration under new business] 133 

134 
Board Member Moore stated that he and Board Member Lee reviewed the application for a 135 
temporary permit, all was in order, and they recommended approval of the temporary permit for Dr. 136 
Partovi.   137 

138 
MOTION:  Board Member West moved to approve the temporary permit for Dr. Partovi.  Board 139 

Member Thompson seconded the motion. All were in favor, motion passed. 140 
141 
142 

*c. Approval of Permanent Anesthesia Permit (For Possible Action)143 
144 

(1) Moderate Sedation (Pediatric Specialty)  (For Possible Action)145 
(a) Robert Bruce Howell, DDS146 

147 
Board Member Moore stated that all was in order for Dr. Howell, evaluation was successful, and 148 
recommended approval of the permanent Moderate Sedation (pediatric specialty) permit.   149 

150 
MOTION:  Board Member Thompson moved to approve the permanent Moderate Sedation 151 

(pediatric specialty) permit for Dr. Robert Bruce Howell.  Board Member West 152 
seconded the motion. All were in favor, motion passed.  153 

154 
155 

*d. Approval of Voluntary Surrender of License – NAC 631.160 (For Possible Action)156 
157 

(1) Julian Freeman, DMD158 
(2) Benjamin A. Neibaur, DMD159 
(3) Joseph E. Morneau, DDS160 
(4) Michael C. Li, DDS161 
(5) Madelyn S. Blanton, RDH162 

163 
Mr. Su stated that he reviewed all the applications for voluntary surrender of license, and that all board 164 
members should have received a copy.  He stated that all appeared to be in order.  Mr. Su noted that 165 
approving a voluntary surrender license did not preclude the board from imposing action on a 166 
licensee.  167 

168 
MOTION:  Board Member Park moved to approve the list of voluntary surrenders.  Board 169 

Member West seconded the motion. All were in favor, motion passed. 170 
171 
172 

*e.  Appointment and proposed changes to Committees (For Possible Action)173 
174 

(1) Committee on Dental Hygiene and Dental Therapy175 
a. Caryn Solie, RDH176 

177 
(2) Continuing Education Committee178 

a. D. Kevin Moore, DDS179 
180 

(3) Examination Liaisons (ADEX Representatives)181 
a. David Lee, DMD182 
b. Caryn Solie, RDH183 

184 
185 
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(4) Infection Control186 
a. Caryn Solie, RDH187 

188 
189 

Board Member Moore stated that Board Member Solie was kind enough to volunteer to sit on the 190 
committees noted.  He welcomed volunteers to be appointed to any of the positions noted, and if not 191 
he would volunteer to fill a vacancy on the Continuing Education Committee.    192 

193 
MOTION:  Board Member Park moved to approve the appointments to the committees as listed.  194 

Board Member Lemon seconded the motion. All were in favor, motion passed. 195 
196 
197 

*7. New Business: (For Possible Action) 198 
199 

*a. Select and approve interested Board members to attend the AADB meeting in Chicago on200 
February 27-28, 2021  (For Possible Action)201 

202 
Board Member Moore stated that he and Board Member Lee attended the AADB meeting last year, 203 
felt that it was beneficial to attend. He noted his interest in attending and stated that for anyone 204 
wishing to attend to notify staff.     205 

206 
207 

*b. Approval of Temporary Anesthesia Permit (For Possible Action)208 
209 

(1) General Anesthesia  (For Possible Action)210 
(a) Spencer Armuth, DMD211 

212 
Board Member Moore stated that he reviewed the application for a permit, all was in order and he 213 
recommended approval of the temporary permit for Dr. Armuth.   214 

215 
MOTION:  Board Member Lee moved to approve the temporary permit for Dr. Armuth.  Board 216 

Member Lemon seconded the motion. All were in favor, motion passed.  217 
218 

8. Public Comment:  This public comment period is for any matter that is within the jurisdiction of the public body.  No219 
action may be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically220 
included on the agenda as an action item.  The Chairperson of the Board will impose a time limit of three (3) minutes.221 
The Chairperson may allow additional time at his/her discretion.222 

223 
No public comment was made. 224 

225 
9. Announcements226 

227 
No announcements were made. 228 

229 
*10. Adjournment (For Possible Action)230 

231 
Board Member Moore called for adjournment. 232 

233 
MOTION: Board Member Park moved to adjourn the Board meeting at approximately 7:13 p.m.  Board 234 
Member West seconded the motion.  All were in favor, motion passed.   235 

236 
237 
238 

Respectfully submitted: 239 
240 

__________________________________________ 241 
Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director 242 

243 
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NEVADA STATE BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS 1 
2 
3 

Meeting Location: 4 5 
Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners 6 

6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Suite A-1 7 
Las Vegas, NV 89118 8 

9 
Zoom Video and Teleconferencing was available for this meeting 10 11 

Meeting Call-In Number: (669) 900 6833 12 
Meeting ID#: 980 2881 6137 13 

Zoom Video (via app) Password: 650963 14 
15 

Meeting Date & Time 16 17 
Tuesday, July 28, 2020 18 

6:00 p.m.  19 
20 

NOTICE OF AGENDA & TELECONFERENCE MEETING FOR THE EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE 21 
(David Lee, DMD, (Chair); Ronald West, DMD; D. Kevin Moore, DDS; Jana McIntyre, RDH)22 

23 
PUBLIC NOTICE: 24 

The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may hold board meetings via video conference or telephone conference call.  **Due to the Governor’s 25 
Executive Order in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Board office will not be open to the general public for this meeting.  The general 26 
public is encouraged to participate by Zoom Meeting** 27 

28 
Public Comment time is available after roll call (beginning of meeting) and prior to adjournment (end of meeting).  Public Comment is limited to three (3) 29 
minutes for each individual. You may provide the Board with written comment to be added to the record.   30 

31 
Persons wishing to comment may appear at the scheduled meeting/hearing or may address their comments, data, views, arguments in written form to: 32 
Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners, 6010 S. Rainbow Blvd, A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118; FAX number (702) 486-7046; e-mail address 33 
nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov .  Written submissions should be received by the Board on or before Monday, July 27, 2020 by 3:00 p.m. in order to make copies 34 
available to members and the public.   35 

36 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may 1) address agenda items out of sequence to accommodate persons appearing before the Board or to aid 37 
the efficiency or effectiveness of the meeting; 2) combine items for consideration by the public body; 3) pull or remove items from the agenda at any time.  38 
The Board may convene in closed session to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence or physical or mental health of a person.  39 
See NRS 241.030.  Prior to the commencement and conclusion of a contested case or a quasi-judicial proceeding that may affect the due process rights of 40 
an individual the board may refuse to consider public comment.  See NRS 233B.126.   41 

42 
Persons/facilities who want to be on the mailing list must submit a written request every six (6) months to the Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners at the 43 
address listed in the previous paragraph.  With regard to any board meeting or telephone conference, it is possible that an amended agenda will be 44 
published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended Nevada notices will be posted in compliance with the Open Meeting Law.   45 
We are pleased to make reasonable accommodations for members of the public who are disabled and wish to attend the meeting.  If special arrangements 46 
for the meeting are necessary, please notify the Board, at (702) 486-7044, no later than 48 hours prior to the meeting.  Requests for special arrangements 47 
made after this time frame cannot be guaranteed. 48 
Pursuant to NRS 241.020(2) you may contact the Board office at (702) 486-7044, to request supporting materials for the public body or you may download the 49 
supporting materials for the public body from the Board’s website at http://dental.nv.gov In addition, the supporting materials for the public body are 50 
available at the Board’s office located at 6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Ste. A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada.51 

52 
Note:  Asterisks (*) “For Possible Action” denotes items on which the Board may take action. 53 
Note:  Action by the Board on an item may be to approve, deny, amend, or tabled.54 

55 
1. Call to Order56 57 

Roll call/ Quorum 58 
59 

Committee Member Lee called the meeting to order at approximately 6:04 p.m., and Mr. Frank 60 
DiMaggio conducted the following roll call:  61 

62 
Dr. David Lee ---------- PRESENT (Chair) Dr. D. Kevin Moore ----------  PRESENT 

Dr. Ronald West ------- PRESENT Mrs. Jana McIntyre --------- PRESENT 

63 
Others Present: Phil Su, Esquire, Board General Counsel; Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director; Rosalie 64 
Bordelove, DAG, Board Co-Counsel.  65 

DRAFT MINUTES 
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 2. Public Comment:  The public comment period is limited to matters specifically noticed on the agenda.  No action 66 
may be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included on 67 
the agenda as an action item.  Comments by the public may be limited to three minutes as a reasonable time, place 68 
and manner restriction, but may not be limited based upon viewpoint.  The Chairperson may allow additional time at 69 
his/her discretion. 70 

 71 
No public comment was made.  72 
 73 
 *3. President’s Report: (For Possible Action)  74 
 75 
 *a. Request to remove agenda item(s) (For Possible Action) 76 
 77 
No items were requested for removal.  78 
 79 
 *b. Approve Agenda (For Possible Action) 80 
 81 

MOTION:  Committee Member Moore moved to approve the agenda.  Committee Member 82 
McIntyre seconded the motion.  All were in favor, motion passed.   83 

 84 
 *4.    Discussion of position title change, proposed compensation, and job duties for Dental Examiner 85 

position, with recommendations to be made to the Board for approval (For Possible Action)  86 
 87 
Committee Member Lee stated that he would like to address the change of position title first.  88 
Committee Member McIntyre inquired if the position would be tasked with gathering information for 89 
the investigation and making a recommendation to the review panel.  Committee Member Lee 90 
responded affirmatively, and clarified that they would be examining all the documents received for 91 
the investigation and making a recommendation to the review panel based on their findings.  92 
Committee Member West stated that he favored the term preliminary because he would like to see 93 
the dentist and complainant to potentially come to an agreement since many times complaints 94 
derive from lack of communication.   There were several suggestions for the title of the position, such 95 
as: Preliminary Review Officer, Preliminary Review Evaluator; Dental Examiner; Preliminary Dental 96 
Examiner, Preliminary Complaint Examiner; Dental Complaint Examiner; Initial Complaint Analyst; and 97 
Initial Complaint Examiner.  Committee Member West suggested gathering the three (3) top names to 98 
present to the Board.  Mr. DiMaggio read the suggested names submitted by Board Member Caryn 99 
Solie, which were: Dental Complaint Researcher; Dental Complaint Interviewer; Dental Complaint 100 
Agent; Dental Complaint Intelligence Gatherer; Dental Complaint Analyzer; and Dental Complaint 101 
Evaluator.  There was additional discussion regarding possible titles.   There appeared to be a 102 
consensus of the initial terms “Preliminary Screening” for the title.  There was discussion regarding any 103 
legal parameters that delineated the terms the Board may use for the title of a position.  Upon 104 
additional discussion regarding the title they noted any concerns addressed in the most recent LCB 105 
audit related to the position and title.  Mr. Su read NRS 631.190(2) into the record.  Committee Member 106 
Moore suggested the title “Preliminary Screening Consultant.”  Committee Members West and 107 
McIntyre were in favor of the suggestion by Committee Member Moore.  Committee Member West 108 
suggested that they keep the initial terms “Preliminary Screening” and offered options for the third 109 
word of the title, such as: (1) Analyst, (2) Consultant,  and (3) Evaluator.  The consensus was in favor of 110 
the title “Preliminary Screening Consultant” and agreed to move on to discuss the recommended 111 
proposed compensation.   112 

 113 
Committee Member West asked Mr. DiMaggio to provide his experience from his previous 114 
employment of a similar position and the compensation for said position; which he acquiesced.  115 
Committee Member Moore suggested considering a flat rate per case.  There was discussion on the 116 
sizes of the cases and the idea of proposing a flat rate per case reviewed and prepared.  Committee 117 
Member McIntyre noted that some case files could be as little as 40 pages long, while other cases 118 
could be larger than 500 pages long.  Committee Member Lee stated that the position should not be 119 
seen as an employee position, but rather as a gratuity based service to the Board and dental 120 
community.   There was discussion regarding the length of time it may take to review a particular case.  121 
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Mr. Su stated that there have been times that the Review Panel will return a case for further 122 
investigation, and thus inquired if that would be something they would need to take into account 123 
when discussing the compensation.  He asked if the Review Panel determines that they want 124 
additional information or if they request for a specialist to review the matter how would they approach 125 
compensation at that point.  Committee Member Lee stated that they would still be compensated a 126 
flat rate per case. Committee Member West inquired if Committee Member Moore could discuss how 127 
Peer Review handled compensation.  Committee Member Moore stated that when he was on peer 128 
review it was not a paid position; however, in peer review they would discuss of how to arbitrate both 129 
sides.  He suggested that they clarify the duties of the position before determining the flat fee rate.  He 130 
stated that the position should gather the documents, and based on what they review create a 131 
summary to provide to the review panel.  There was discussion of setting the flat fee at a couple 132 
hundred dollars.  Committee Member West suggested that on average a case could take 2 hours to 133 
review, and at $100 an hour, he proposed setting the flat rate at $200 per case.  The committee 134 
members found that to be a reasonable rate.   135 

 136 
There was discussion of keeping the job description fairly simple and what it entailed.  Committee 137 
Member Moore stated that at the previous Employment Committee meeting they had discussed 138 
having the Legal Secretary, whenever one is hired, be the one to request the records for the 139 
complaints.  Further, that duty of the consultant would be to review the records gathered and to 140 
provide a summary of the findings of information that has been gathered by staff.  Furthermore, the 141 
summary created by the consultant would then be provided to the Review Panel.  Mr. DiMaggio read 142 
into the record the proposed minimum requirements for the position, the duties of the position, and the 143 
qualities.  Committee Member Lee suggested that under ‘possible duties’ where it states “Reviews 144 
dental records and facts independently and partially, the records be redacted to ensure that the 145 
consultant remains impartial.  There was discussion on the practicality of redacting names from the 146 
complaints, especially when there are cases with responses and information from multiple 147 
practitioners.  It was suggested possibly having someone from Northern Nevada review cases from 148 
Southern Nevada and vice versa.   There was discussion regarding the integrity of knowing when to 149 
notify the office if they have any affiliation with a licensee in question and whether it would affect their 150 
ability to remain impartial during their review of the matter.   It was suggested that there perhaps be a 151 
conflicts check that every consultant would need to complete upon receiving a case, as well as have 152 
a set of parameters to help determine if their affiliation would disqualify them from reviewing a 153 
particular matter.  Committee Member Moore stated that they perhaps discuss the duties and 154 
minimum requirements due to lack of time.  He suggested making a recommendation regarding the 155 
title for the position, as well as the recommended compensation.   Committee Member Lee suggested 156 
that they approve the proposed list of duties and suggested the only change be that they include 157 
‘dental therapy’ to the list of duties.  158 
 159 

MOTION:  Committee Member West moved to recommend to the Board the position title of 160 
‘Preliminary Screening Consultant,’ to set the compensation at a flat rate of $200, and 161 
approve the proposed list of duties as presented but to add ‘dental therapists’ to the 162 
areas where dentists and dental hygienists are listed.  Committee Member McIntyre 163 
seconded the motion.  All were in favor, motion passed.   164 

  165 
 166 
  5. Public Comment:  This public comment period is for any matter that is within the jurisdiction of the public body.  No 167 

action may be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically 168 
included on the agenda as an action item.  The Chairperson of the Board will impose a time limit of three (3) minutes.  169 
The Chairperson may allow additional time at his/her discretion. 170 

 171 
There was no public comment made.  172 
 173 
 174 
 175 
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 6. Announcements 176 
 177 
There were no announcements made.  178 
 179 
*7. Adjournment (For Possible Action) 180 
 181 
Committee Member Lee called for a motion to adjourn the meeting. 182 
 183 
MOTION:  Committee Member West moved to adjourn the meeting at approximately 6:52 p.m.  184 
Committee Member McIntyre seconded the motion. All were in favor; motion passed. 185 
 186 
 187 

Respectfully submitted: 188 
 189 
 190 

__________________________________________ 191 
Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director 192 

 193 
 194 
 195 
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8 
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14 

Meeting Date & Time 15 16 
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6:00 p.m.   18 19 
DRAFT MINUTES 20 

NOTICE OF AGENDA & COMBINED TELECONFERENCE MEETING OF 1) THE ANESTHESIA 21 
COMMITTEE and 2) THE ANESTHESIA SUB-COMMITTEE 22 

23 
24 

PUBLIC NOTICE: 25 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may hold board meetings via video conference or telephone conference call.  The public is 26 
welcomed to attend the meeting at The Board of Dental Examiners office located at 6010 S. Rainbow Blvd, Suite A1 Las Vegas, NV 89118. 27 28 

Public Comment time is available after roll call (beginning of meeting) and prior to adjournment (end of meeting).  Public Comment is 29 
limited to three (3) minutes for each individual. You may provide the Board with written comment to be added to the record.  30 31 
Persons wishing to comment may appear at the scheduled meeting/hearing or may address their comments, data, views, arguments in 32 
written form to: Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners, 6010 S. Rainbow Blvd, A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118, Attn: Angelica Bejar; FAX 33 
number (702) 486-7046; e-mail address nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov .  Written submissions should be received by the Board on or before July 28, 34 
2020 at 3:00 p.m. in order to make copies available to members and the public.  35 36 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may 1) address agenda items out of sequence to accommodate persons appearing before 37 
the Board or to aid the efficiency or effectiveness of the meeting; 2) combine items for consideration by the public body; 3) pull or remove 38 
items from the agenda at any time.  The Board may convene in closed session to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional 39 
competence or physical or mental health of a person.  See NRS 241.030.  Prior to the commencement and conclusion of a contested case 40 
or a quasi-judicial proceeding that may affect the due process rights of an individual the board may refuse to consider public comment.  41 
See NRS 233B.126.  42 43 
Persons/facilities who want to be on the mailing list must submit a written request every six (6) months to the Nevada State Board of Dental 44 
Examiners at the address listed in the previous paragraph.  With regard to any board meeting or telephone conference, it is possible that an 45 
amended agenda will be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended Nevada notices will be posted in compliance with 46 
the Open Meeting Law.  47 
We are pleased to make reasonable accommodations for members of the public who are disabled and wish to attend the meeting.  If 48 
special arrangements for the meeting are necessary, please notify Angelica Bejar, at (702) 486-7044, option 4, no later than 48 hours prior to 49 
the meeting.  Requests for special arrangements made after this time frame cannot be guaranteed. 50 
Pursuant to NRS 241.020(2) you may contact Angelica Bejar at (702) 486-7044, option 4, to request supporting materials for the public body or 51 
you may download the supporting materials for the public body from the Board’s website at http://dental.nv.gov In addition, the supporting 52 
materials for the public body are available at the Board’s office located at 6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Ste. A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada.53 

54 
Note:  Asterisks (*) “For Possible Action” denotes items on which the Board may take action. 55 
Note:  Action by the Board on an item may be to approve, deny, amend, or tabled.56 

57 
1. Call to Order58 

- Roll call/ Quorum59 60 
Committee Member Moore called the meeting to order at approximately 6:04 p.m., and Mr. Frank 61 
DiMaggio conducted the following roll call: 62 63 

Anesthesia Committee: 
Dr. D. Kevin Moore(Chair) PRESENT 

Dr. Ron West PRESENT 
Dr. W. Todd Thompson PRESENT 

64 
Executive Staff Present: Phil Su, Esquire, General Counsel; Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director; Angelica 65 
Bejar, Public Information- Travel Administrator; Sandra Spilsbury, Site Inspection-CE Coordinator.   66 

mailto:nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov
http://dental.nv.gov/
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 67 
2. Public Comment:  The public comment period is limited to matters specifically noticed on the agenda.  No action may be 68 

taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included on the agenda as 69 
an action item.  Comments by the public may be limited to three minutes as a reasonable time, place and manner restriction, 70 
but may not be limited based upon viewpoint.  The Chairperson may allow additional time at his/her discretion. 71 

 72 
Mr. Cory Pickens commented that he was on the agenda for a re-review of their program.  Gave a brief 73 
history of the reason why they were being re-reviewed.  He explained that a Nevada dentist was 74 
registered to take their course at a location and program that was not approved by the board. When 75 
the error was realized they refunded the dentist and had the dentist registered into the correct program 76 
at the correct location and noted that they have since then corrected the issue.  He asked that they 77 
verify the legitimacy of any negative comments that may have gone around regarding ADMA.  He 78 
thanked the committee for their time.   79 
 80 
*3. Chairman’s Report: D Kevin Moore, DDS (For Possible Action)  81 
 82 

(a) Request to remove agenda item(s) (For Possible Action) 83 
 84 
Committee member Moore requested to table agenda item 4 due to receiving additional information 85 
prior to the meeting, and the committee needing time to review the additional information received.  86 

 87 
(b) Approve Agenda (For Possible Action) 88 

 89 
 90 
MOTION: Committee Member West moved to table agenda item (4) and to approve the agenda.  91 
Committee Member Thompson seconded the motion.  All were in favor, motion passed.  92 
 93 
*4.  Discussion, review, and consideration of the Dental IV Sedation Certification Program offered through 94 

the Academy of Dental and Medical Anesthesia (ADMA) to make recommendations on whether it 95 
satisfies program requirements for a moderate sedation (on patients 13 years of age & older) 96 
administering permit for possible reinstatement of their prior Board approval  – NAC 631.2213(2)(a)(1) 97 
[by combined Anesthesia Sub-Committee and Anesthesia Committee] (For Possible Action)  - Dr. Moore 98 

 99 
*a. Discussion and recommendations [by the Anesthesia Committee] regarding agenda item (4) 100 

to present to the Full Board (For Possible Action)   101 
 102 
Agenda item (4) was tabled.  103 
 104 

 105 
*5.  Discussion and consideration of possible revisions to the current Moderate Sedation (for patients 13 106 

years of age & older) Program Provider Application Form [by combined Anesthesia Sub-Committee 107 
and Anesthesia Committee]   (For Possible Action)   - Dr. Moore 108 

 109 
*a. Discussion and recommendations [by the Anesthesia Committee] regarding agenda item (5) 110 

to present to the Full Board (For Possible Action)   111 
 112 
Committee Member Moore stated that they would be looking at the Moderate Sedation Program 113 
Provider Application Form, and called for discussion.  He noted that his would be a review of the 114 
application and process, and to see if the committee members were comfortable with the current 115 
structure of the form, which he briefly reviewed.   116 
 117 
Committee Member Moore called for a roll call of the Anesthesia Sub-Committee.  Mr. DiMaggio 118 
conducted the following roll call of the Anesthesia Sub-Committee:  119 
 120 

Anesthesia Sub-Committee Roll Call: 
Dr. D. Kevin Moore(Chair) PRESENT 

Dr. Brendan Johnson PRESENT  
Dr. Amanda Okundaye PRESENT 

Dr. Edward Gray EXCUSED 
Dr. Jade Miller PRESENT 

Dr. Joshua Saxe EXCUSED 
Dr. Ted Twesme PRESENT 

Dr. Tomas Kutansky PRESENT 
 121 
A quorum of the Anesthesia Sub-Committee was confirmed at approximately 6:14 p.m.   122 
 123 
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Committee Member Thompson noted that the form was last revised in August of 2018 and he did not see 124 
any revisions to be made to the form.  Committee Member West stated that there was not that many 125 
approved courses for Moderate Sedation available.  He inquired if they wanted licensees to continue to 126 
participate in live training programs since some of the programs currently available are offering virtual 127 
training programs and if they were inclined to accept such course, which would allow programs to be 128 
tailored to fit the Board’s training requirements; or would they continue to require that the courses remain 129 
face-to-face live training.  Committee Member Johnson stated that from an academics perspective 130 
virtual learning would be doable, however, that doing away with a live training course with a live patient 131 
where they are also trained to monitor and on emergency scenarios, would not be ideal. He added that 132 
it would a great liability risk and was grossly opposed to allowing them to change it to virtual training.  133 
Committee Member West clarified that meant that the didactic aspect of the training possibly could be 134 
completed virtually.  Sub-Committee Member Okundaye noted that while they are moving to a more 135 
virtual world, her input was that should the 60 hours be done virtually that they would need to have 136 
something to show that those 60 hours were actually completed since it wasn’t in person.  Her only 137 
concern with virtual training was she would want proof showing that they have reviewed and grasped 138 
the materials of the training.  She noted the importance of having the administration of anesthesia 139 
training be done in person.  There was discussion of considering having the didactic portion be 140 
completed virtually and the administration training completed in person, while considering the important 141 
aspects to keep in mind should they consider allowing a portion of the requirements be virtually 142 
completed.  Committee Member Thompson stated that the application in question does not state how 143 
the training must be completed, and therefore did not feel that the review of the application merited a 144 
discussion of changing the form as presented.    145 
 146 

MOTION: Committee Member Thompson made a motion to accept the current agenda item with 147 
the application form as is.  Discussion: Committee Member West read section 2 of the 148 
form into the record and clarified that he was looking at the manner, purpose and 149 
method of how the education might be completed. Committee Member Moore 150 
inquired if any of the sections listed on the application would disallow part of the course 151 
from being completed virtually.  Sub-Committee Member Okundaye stated that this 152 
year her course that she is teaching is part hybrid, and therefore, part of it is being 153 
completed virtually.  She noted that given the current times they would not want to be 154 
so strict in this new climate. Additional discussion ensued regarding the possibility of 155 
allowing a portion of the training be completed virtually and the possible number of 156 
hours they would allow to be done virtually, and how many hours must be live training.  157 
There was discussion of possibly tabling the discussion of online training and live training 158 
hours.  Committee Member Moore inquired if Committee Member Thompson stated a 159 
motion. Committee Member Thompson stated that his motion was to keep the form as is.  160 
He expressed his concerns with some of the discussion regarding changing the number 161 
of hours of live patient training and allowing for a portion of the hours to be completed 162 
virtually, while trying to be realistic of some of the hybrid courses currently being offered 163 
at the universities.  He noted that he was against the idea of allowing a 60-hour course 164 
that consisted of all virtual training.  Committee Member Moore seconded the motion.  165 
Discussion: Sub-Committee Member Miller noted that one option is that when a program 166 
provider submits an application, upon review they should be able to determine if that 167 
particular program had too many hours completed virtually.  Ms. Sandra Spilsbury stated 168 
that she receives numerous calls from providers regarding concerns of their course 169 
possibly not meeting the requirements.  Furthermore, that they hesitate submitting an 170 
application for their program and pay the application fee when the fee is not 171 
refundable, if they cannot guarantee that their program would be approved because it 172 
is not clearly defined if the didactic portion of the course may be completed online. She 173 
noted that many courses do offer the didactic portion online and will only know if their 174 
course meets the requirements by submitting the provider application and potentially 175 
lose the money should the course be denied for not meeting the criteria.   Additional 176 
discussion ensued regarding where the live patient training be completed.  She noted 177 
that the Board historically has not accepted courses that have the live patient training 178 
conducted in a private practice setting.  Committee Member West inquired if the Sub-179 
Committee members who are practicing permit holders, if they would be opposed to 180 
having a course done in a private practice versus requiring it be done in a hospital or 181 
approved Continuing Education setting.   Sub-Committee Member Kutansky stated that 182 
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there have been some evaluations he has conducted where the permit holder had their 183 
training done at a university setting and were scary to proctor because they were 184 
undertrained.  He noted that he was reluctant to make the criteria easier.  There were 185 
concerns that with COVID-19, hospital settings may not be available for individuals to 186 
get the training.  Sub-Committee Member Kutansky expressed his concern regarding the 187 
delicacy of the area that individuals are being trained for, the administration of 188 
anesthesia.  There was some discussion regarding the settings that the training would 189 
take place.  Sub-Committee Member Okundaye stated that the locations that the 190 
training takes place at must have ADA/CERP/AGD certification, which the certification 191 
criteria requires that the training must be in a university based program.  Additionally, 192 
that it is nearly impossible to obtain ADA/CERP/AGD certification in a private practice 193 
setting.  All were in favor of the motion, motion passed.  194 

 195 
Committee Member Moore stated that he would make a note of Sub-Committee Member Okundaye’s 196 
suggestion that the matter regarding the hours of training be revisited by the Committee at the end of 197 
the year, when they may have a better understanding of the effects of COVID-19.  198 
 199 
 200 
*6.  Discussion and consideration of possible revisions to the current Anesthesia Evaluator/Inspector  201 
       Application Form [by Anesthesia Sub-Committee and Anesthesia Committee]   202 
 (For Possible Action)   - Dr. Moore 203 

*a. Discussion and recommendations by the [Anesthesia Committee] of the possible revisions to 204 
the current Anesthesia Evaluator/Inspector Application Form to present to the Full Board  205 

(For Possible Action)   206 
 207 
Committee Member Moore referred the committee and sub-committee members to the page with the 208 
requirements listed on the application form, and he proceeded to review each requirement.  He 209 
continued on to discuss the terms “good standing” and how it may be defined, which he deferred to Mr. 210 
DiMaggio for discussion.  Mr. DiMaggio stated that currently “good standing” was not defined in Nevada 211 
Chapter 631. He noted that it would be at the Board’s discretion to define it.  He added that he provided 212 
proposed drafts for the committee and sub-committee members to consider.  Mr. DiMaggio briefly went 213 
over the proposed drafts he created for consideration.  There was light discussion regarding liability 214 
coverage concerns, where it was noted that Nevada currently does not mandate liability coverage for 215 
dentists.  Several committee and sub-committee members favored the proposed drafts as presented.  216 
Committee Member Moore asked Mr. DiMaggio to include a question regarding liability insurance 217 
coverage to the proposed drafts. He noted that he was not certain if the Board could require coverage if 218 
the statutes do not require licensees to obtain such coverage.    219 
 220 

MOTION: Committee Member Thompson made the motion to accept the draft changes 221 
proposed by the Executive Director on the Anesthesia evaluator/inspector application 222 
form. Committee Member West seconded the motion.  All were in favor, motion passed.   223 

 224 
 225 
*7.  Discussion and recommendations of possible revisions to the current Anesthesia Administering Permit  226 
      Application Forms [by Anesthesia Sub-Committee and Anesthesia Committee]   227 
 (For Possible Action) - Dr. Moore 228 
 229 

i.  General Anesthesia (For Possible Action)    230 
ii.  Moderate Sedation (pediatric specialty) (For Possible Action) 231 
iii.  Moderate Sedation (for patients 13 years of age & older) (For Possible Action)   232 

 233 
*a. Discussion and recommendations [by the Anesthesia Committee] of the possible revisions to 234 

the current Anesthesia Administering Permit Application Forms to present to the Full Board 235 
 (For Possible Action) - Dr. Moore 236 
 237 
Committee Member Moore stated he listed these as a group and opens it up to suggestions for proposed 238 
changes.  He inquired if there were any proposed changes to the forms.  No proposed changes were 239 
offered.  240 
 241 

MOTION: Committee Member Thompson made the motion to keep the forms as is.  Committee 242 
Member West seconded the motion. All were in favor, motion passed.  243 

 244 
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 245 
*8.  Discussion, review, and possible consideration of revisions to the current Anesthesia 246 

Evaluation/Inspection Forms [by the Anesthesia Sub-Committee and Anesthesia Committee]   247 
       (For Possible Action)   - Dr. Moore 248 
 249 

i. General Anesthesia (For Possible Action) 250 
        ii.  Moderate Sedation   (For Possible Action)   251 

 252 
Committee Member Moore stated this was to review the evaluation/inspection forms currently being 253 
used. It was briefly noted that it was suggested that they possibly change the headings where the drugs 254 
are listed.  Sub-Committee Member Twesme noted that on the General Anesthesia (GA) 255 
Evaluation/Inspection form under section (7) Ancillary Equipment item (i) it states “electrocardioscope 256 
and defibrillator” which should be listed separately as they are two different items.  Ms. Spilsbury noted 257 
that pursuant to NAC 631.2227, they had both items listed together, and therefore was unsure if they 258 
would be able to list them separately on the evaluation/inspection form.  Sub-Committee Member 259 
Twesme stated that they would still be in compliance with the regulation if they were to separate them 260 
on the form as both items were still required equipment. It was noted to separate item (c) and make 261 
sphygmomanometer and stethoscope two separate items, since they must have both.  Sub-Committee 262 
Twesme noted that it would be best separate them as there have been times where an office is only 263 
equipped with one item and not both as listed.   264 
 265 
Sub-Committee Member Okundaye noted that on page 4 of the GA Evaluation/inspection form, under 266 
item (1) Bag valve mask with appropriate size masks, she noted that an adult sized masked would be 267 
more appropriate since the kids they see are measured by weight, which many of them better fit an 268 
adult sized mask, and therefore, did not feel that inspectors should be limiting it to certain offices only 269 
providing pediatric sized masks. She noted, however, that it could be addressed during calibration and 270 
didn’t necessitate a change on the form.   Sub-Committee Member Okundaye clarified that the bag can 271 
be an adult sized bag, however, that the mask sizes they must carry are from neo-natal to adult sized.  It 272 
was agreed that the way it is written on the evaluation form is acceptable, but would like it addressed 273 
during calibration.    274 
 275 
Sub-Committee Member Okundaye noted that there was one other area that she felt should also be 276 
discussed at a future calibration, which was on page three of the Moderate Sedation (MS) site inspection 277 
form, specifically under “’Drugs’ item 1 – Vasopressor drug available?” it should be made clear that 278 
providers may use any of the acceptable drugs listed that may be used as a vasopressor. She suggested 279 
that they list the three that are acceptable and have the provider or inspector indicate which of the 280 
three drugs they have elected to use to satisfy this requirement for their MS permit.  Sub-Committee 281 
Member Twesme asked for clarification if an epi-pen would be appropriate.  Sub-Committee Member 282 
Okundaye stated yes.  Additional discussion ensued on the list of appropriate drugs that inspectors should 283 
be referring to when conducting the inspections and that the provider should be allowed to select from 284 
the list of acceptable drugs to satisfy a particular category during inspection.  Committee Member 285 
Moore stated that during calibration it will be noted that so long as the provider has a drug that is on the 286 
list of acceptable drugs then the provider should not be delayed in receiving a passing inspection.  Sub-287 
Committee Member Twesme suggested that perhaps Sub-Committee Member Okundaye could put 288 
together a list of acceptable drugs for the different categories that providers and inspectors could refer 289 
to.  Committee Member Moore stated that they should have a class of drugs that would be acceptable 290 
and not have it so limited and specific based on preferred medications.  He added further that the 291 
updated list of drugs be provided to providers and inspectors in their packets.   292 
 293 
Sub-Committee Member Okundaye referred the committees to the Simulated Emergencies section, 294 
specifically item 14, that instead of stating Local Anesthesia “overdose” she preferred the term “toxicity” 295 
and suggested it be changed.   296 
 297 
Sub-Committee Member Okundaye suggested removing ‘Laryngospasm’ from the simulated 298 
emergencies of the moderate sedation evaluation forms as they do not use it under that permit type.  299 
She noted, however, that if they do not change it, she would like it to be discussed at calibration.  She 300 
stated they could discuss that scenario during the exam, and should they feel it fits that simulated 301 
emergency then they would be fine; she just wanted to point out that for moderate sedation providers it 302 
was not something they would see.  Ms. Spilsbury noted that under NAC 631.2225, it did list an airway 303 
obstruction laryngospasm as one of the scenarios that is required for both the issuance of a permit and 304 
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for renewals of a permit, whether a general anesthesia permit or moderate sedation permit. Ms. Spilsbury 305 
noted further that for the use of the term “toxicity” instead of “overdose” the regulation lists “overdose” 306 
and perhaps that is why the form uses that term.  Committee Member Moore stated he appreciated 307 
them bringing these suggestions to their attention, as he would like them to be reviewed by Mr. Phil Su for 308 
future regulation changes.  There was lengthy discussion regarding the term ‘laryngospasm’ and the legal 309 
requirements of having to use the term in the emergency scenarios for general anesthesia and moderate 310 
sedation permits, with offered opinions from several committee members on its necessity as it related to 311 
general anesthesia and moderate sedation.  Committee and sub-committee members appeared to 312 
agree to include ‘airway obstructions/laryngospasms’ to the moderate sedation permit evaluation form 313 
and to leave the language as is on the general anesthesia evaluation/inspection form.    314 
 315 
 316 

*a. Discussion and recommendations [by the Anesthesia Committee] of the possible revisions to 317 
the current Anesthesia Evaluation/Inspection Form to present to the Full Board  318 
(For Possible Action)   - Dr. Moore 319 

 320 
MOTION: Committee Member West made the motion to recommend the following changes to 321 

the General Anesthesia Form: (1) under ancillary equipment split items (c) and (i) to list 322 
the equipment separately; and (2) change number 14 under emergency scenarios to 323 
read ‘local anesthesia overdose/ toxicity. Committee Member Thompson seconded the 324 
motion.  All were in favor, motion passed.   325 

 326 
MOTION: Committee Member West made the motion to recommend the following changes to 327 

the Moderate Sedation form: (1) under emergency scenarios change the moderate 328 
sedation form to read ‘airway obstructions/laryngospasm; and (2) change number 14 329 
under emergency scenarios to read ‘local anesthesia overdose/ toxicity.  Committee 330 
Member Thompson seconded the motion.  All were in favor, motion passed.   331 

 332 
 333 
*9.  Discussion and consideration of possible revisions to the current Simulated Emergencies &  334 
       Responses for corresponding anesthesia permits [by Anesthesia Sub-Committee and Anesthesia 335 

Committee]  (For Possible Action)   - Dr. Moore 336 
                        337 

i. General Anesthesia (For Possible Action)    338 
ii. Moderate Sedation (pediatric specialty) (For Possible Action)  339 
iii. Moderate Sedation (for patients 13 years of age & older) (For Possible Action)   340 

 341 
*a. Discussion and recommendations [by the Anesthesia Committee] of the possible revisions to 342 

the current Simulated Emergencies & Responses for corresponding anesthesia permits to 343 
present to the Full Board (For Possible Action)   - Dr. Moore 344 

 345 
Committee Member Moore stated that they would only be required to go into closed session if they were 346 
going to go into specifics. He noted that the scenarios were deemed confidential and that they had not 347 
been revised in years, and that he would like new scenarios written. Sub-Committee Okundaye stated 348 
that she would like to have both the Anesthesia Sub-committee and Anesthesia Committee members to 349 
meet during calibration and, perhaps, review and revise the emergency scenarios at that time.  It was 350 
clarified that the Anesthesia Sub-Committee meet to review and revise the emergency scenarios during 351 
calibration, and then present the proposed revisions to the Anesthesia Committee for review and possible 352 
recommendation to the Board for approval.         353 
 354 
MOTION: Committee Member West made the motion to have the Anesthesia Sub-Committee to 355 
thoroughly review the emergency scenarios to make appropriate changes to submit to the Anesthesia 356 
Committee for approval.  At the request of Committee Member Moore, Committee Member West 357 
added to his motion to have the Anesthesia Evaluators partake in the review and revision of the 358 
emergency scenarios.  Committee Member Thompson seconded the motion.  All were in favor, motion 359 
passed.  360 
 361 
Sub-Committee Member Twesme stated that he currently sat on the CDCA Anesthesia Committee and 362 
noted that they have an Anesthesia exam that can be purchased from CDCA for general anesthesia, 363 
pediatric moderate sedation, and moderate sedation, that included an exam that they could take; 364 
which includes them doing a virtual evaluation where they will review the appropriate drugs as it 365 
pertained to each permit type. He explained what the virtual evaluation entailed.  He went on to briefly 366 
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discuss certain instances where evaluators have had to step in during an evaluation to help control a 367 
potential emergency situation, specifically in California. Committee Member Moore inquired if it would 368 
be possible to have him request for CDCA to give a presentation of this option, and that he would list it 369 
on a future agenda.    370 
 371 
10.  Public Comment:  This public comment period is for any matter that is within the jurisdiction of the public body.  No 372 

action may be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included on 373 
the agenda as an action item.  The Chairperson of the Board will impose a time limit of three (3) minutes.  The Chairperson 374 
may allow additional time at his/her discretion. 375 

 376 
Dr. Cory Pickens, with the ADMA, commented on the virtual training as it pertained to the 60 hours of live 377 
training required, and stated that he believed that the 60 hours could be done virtually if they have a live 378 
instructor training them where questions can be answered in live time.  He added that there should be 379 
testing in general areas based on those 60 hours, which would be based on whether or not the state 380 
wants to add a participation/proficiency aspect to the didactics and clinical portions of the training.  He 381 
noted that the ADMA will not further anyone unless they can prove proficiency on the topics covered in 382 
the 60 hours; which included them having to pass a test on each topic, including clinical.  He made 383 
additional comments regarding evaluations and stated that Nevada has always led the way in being 384 
progressive and issuing strong regulations for public safety that have a lot of common sense. He noted 385 
that he agreed with Sub-Committee Member Okundaye’s recommendation to have an educational 386 
component added to the site inspection and to hold calibrations to ensure that the inspectors/evaluators 387 
and committee members are all on the same page.    388 
  389 
Mr. Mercer, with the ADMA, stated that he had been in touch with Sandra Spilsbury via email and he 390 
respectfully requested an update on that agenda item and wanted to know if there was any additional 391 
information needed so that the board could move forward with their application.  Ms. Spilsbury noted 392 
that the application was already reviewed by the Continuing Education Committee and their 393 
recommendations were presented to the Board for approval; however, the Board tabled the application 394 
pending review of the sedation course by the Anesthesia Committee.  Mercer stated that he was 395 
inquiring specifically about the neuromodulators application and its status.  Committee Member Moore 396 
stated that their application was tabled as the Board members wanted additional information regarding 397 
ADMA.  Dr. Pickens stated that it was clearly understood.   398 
 399 
Dr. Pickens commented that it appeared that there were emails with additional information provided to 400 
the Committee regarding ADMA and wondered if they would be provided with copies of the information 401 
that the Board was in receipt of so that they may provide a response.  Committee Member Moore 402 
responded affirmatively.  403 
 404 
 11.  Announcements 405 
 406 
No announcements were made.  407 
 408 
*12.  Adjournment (For Possible Action) 409 
 410 
Committee member Moore called for a motion to adjourn the meeting.   411 
 412 
MOTION: Committee Member West motioned to adjourn the meeting at approximately 7:38 p.m.  413 
Committee Member Thompson seconded the motion. All were in favor, motion passed.  414 
 415 
 416 

Respectfully submitted: 417 
 418 

__________________________________________ 419 
Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director 420 

 421 
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NEVADA STATE BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS 1 
 2 

Meeting Location: 3 
 4 

Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners 5 
6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Suite A-1 6 

Las Vegas, NV 89118 7 
 8 

Zoom Video and Teleconferencing was available for this meeting 9 
 10 

Meeting Call-In Number: (669) 900 6833 11 
Meeting ID#:  927 3741 5615 12 

Zoom Video (via app) Password: 902971 13 
 14 

Meeting Date & Time 15 
 16 

 Tuesday, August 4, 2020  17 
5:30 p.m.   18 

 19 
DRAFT MINUTES 20 

NOTICE OF AGENDA & TELECONFERENCE MEETING FOR THE EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE  21 
(David Lee, DMD, (Chair); Ronald West, DMD; D. Kevin Moore, DDS; Jana McIntyre, RDH) 22 

 23 
 24 

PUBLIC NOTICE: 25 
 26 

The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may hold board meetings via video conference or telephone conference call.  **Due to 27 
the Governor’s Executive Order in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Board office will not be open 28 
to the general public for this meeting.  The general public is encouraged to participate via 29 
teleconference** 30 
 31 
Public Comment time is available after roll call (beginning of meeting) and prior to adjournment (end of meeting).  Public Comment is 32 
limited to three (3) minutes for each individual. You may provide the Board with written comment to be added to the record.   33 
 34 
Persons wishing to comment may appear at the scheduled meeting/hearing or may address their comments, data, views, arguments in 35 
written form to: Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners, 6010 S. Rainbow Blvd, A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118; FAX number (702) 486-7046; 36 
e-mail address nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov .  Written submissions should be received by the Board on or before Monday, August 3, 2020 by 3:00 37 
p.m. in order to make copies available to members and the public.   38 
 39 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may 1) address agenda items out of sequence to accommodate persons appearing before 40 
the Board or to aid the efficiency or effectiveness of the meeting; 2) combine items for consideration by the public body; 3) pull or remove 41 
items from the agenda at any time.  The Board may convene in closed session to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional 42 
competence or physical or mental health of a person.  See NRS 241.030.  Prior to the commencement and conclusion of a contested case 43 
or a quasi-judicial proceeding that may affect the due process rights of an individual the board may refuse to consider public comment.  44 
See NRS 233B.126.   45 
 46 
Persons/facilities who want to be on the mailing list must submit a written request every six (6) months to the Nevada State Board of Dental 47 
Examiners at the address listed in the previous paragraph.  With regard to any board meeting or telephone conference, it is possible that an 48 
amended agenda will be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended Nevada notices will be posted in compliance with 49 
the Open Meeting Law.   50 
We are pleased to make reasonable accommodations for members of the public who are disabled and wish to attend the meeting.  If 51 
special arrangements for the meeting are necessary, please notify the Board, at (702) 486-7044, no later than 48 hours prior to the meeting.  52 
Requests for special arrangements made after this time frame cannot be guaranteed. 53 
Pursuant to NRS 241.020(2) you may contact the Board office at (702) 486-7044, to request supporting materials for the public body or you 54 
may download the supporting materials for the public body from the Board’s website at http://dental.nv.gov In addition, the supporting 55 
materials for the public body are available at the Board’s office located at 6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Ste. A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada.56 

 57 
Note:  Asterisks (*) “For Possible Action” denotes items on which the Board may take action. 58 
Note:  Action by the Board on an item may be to approve, deny, amend, or tabled.59 

 60 
 1. Call to Order 61 
 62 
 Roll call/ Quorum 63 
 64 
Committee Member Lee called the meeting to order at approximately 5:32 p.m., and Mr. Frank 65 
DiMaggio conducted the following roll call:  66 
 67 

Dr. David Lee ---------- PRESENT (Chair) Dr. D. Kevin Moore ----------  PRESENT 
Dr. Ronald West ------- PRESENT  Mrs. Jana McIntyre --------- PRESENT 

 68 

mailto:nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov
http://dental.nv.gov/
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Executive staff present: Phil Su, Esquire, Board General Counsel; Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director; Angelica 69 
Bejar, Public Information-Travel Administrator.  70 
 71 
 2. Public Comment:  The public comment period is limited to matters specifically noticed on the agenda.  No action may 72 

be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included on the 73 
agenda as an action item.  Comments by the public may be limited to three minutes as a reasonable time, place and 74 
manner restriction, but may not be limited based upon viewpoint.  The Chairperson may allow additional time at his/her 75 
discretion. 76 

 77 
There was no public comment made.  78 
 79 
 *3. President’s Report: (For Possible Action)  80 
 81 
 *a. Request to remove agenda item(s) (For Possible Action)   82 
 83 
No requests were made.   84 
 85 
 *b. Approve Agenda (For Possible Action) 86 
 87 
MOTION: Committee Member Moore moved to approve the agenda.  Committee Member West 88 
seconded the motion.  All were in favor, motion passed.   89 
 90 
 *4.    Discussion and consideration of the minimum job qualifications/requirements for the Dental 91 

Review/Preliminary Screening Consultant, with recommendations to be made to the Board for 92 
approval (For Possible Action)  93 

 94 
Committee Member Lee opened up the floor for discussion.  Committee Member Moore brought up the 95 
‘No prior disciplinary history’ and noted that the requirements for some of the positions are that they have 96 
to be licensed for five (5) years.  It was clarified that ‘disciplinary action’ would refer to anything that was 97 
reportable to the National Practitioners Data Bank (NPDB).  Committee Member Lee stated that they 98 
should clarify that on the list of requirements, and therefore it was suggested that it state “no disciplinary 99 
history.” There was additional discussion on the same topic and it was agreed upon to change the 100 
language to “No prior reportable disciplinary history to the NPDB.”   There was discussion of possibly 101 
running a background check.  The committee members were amenable to a background check.  There 102 
was discussion regarding the reporting requirements that the licensees must abide by.  Committee 103 
Member Moore stated that he would like to summarize the qualifications as it related to disciplinary 104 
action, and discussed with the committee the idea of leaving the requirement of “no pending 105 
complaints/ accusations.”  Committee Member West expressed that the did not favor the idea of listing 106 
‘no pending complaints/accusations’ due to the fact that if a licensee had a pending complaint and it 107 
turned into action, the Board could then determine the kind of action – if any – to impose.  Additional 108 
discussion ensued regarding actions the Board can take regarding pending complaints.  The Committee 109 
further discussed that yearly the Employment Committee could review the consultants to ensure that they 110 
do not have any pending complaints or actions, and to ensure that they continue to meet the 111 
requirements prior to recommending them for possible reappointment.   Mr. Phil Su stated that  112 
investigations were confidential and inquired if they would want Board staff check to see if a consultant 113 
has any pending matters and present that information to the Committee.  Therefore, he was not sure if 114 
‘pending complaints/investigations’ needed to be included.   Upon further discussion, the committee 115 
members were amenable to the removal of “No pending complaints/accusations” from the list of 116 
requirements.   There was discussion regarding the removal of bulleted item four “no complaint history 117 
within the last three years.”   118 
 119 
There was discussion regarding specialty licensure and the minimum requirements and requiring a 120 
minimum of five (5) years’ experience.   They went on to discuss the minimum requirements for a general 121 
practitioner and agreed that the minimum requirements for specialists should hold the same requirement 122 
of them having at least five (5) years of practice experience.   123 
 124 
The committee members discussed the current active practice requirement and considered how the 125 
term ‘active practice’ may limit their pool.  There was a concern that by limiting the consultants to 126 
someone one that is actively practicing, it may create issues.  Committee Member Moore stated that he 127 
was comfortable with having a seasoned practitioner that was retired to be a consultant.  There was 128 
discussion of possibly removing the ‘active practice’ requirement so as to not limit possible candidates.  It 129 
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was discussed that the requirements should state that they must hold a current active license in good 130 
standing, since they will be required to maintain their continuing education requirements.  It was agreed 131 
to remove the ‘current active practice’ and add to the first requirement to read “Current Active Nevada 132 
dental license in good standing.”   Mr. Su inquired if they would need to have a separate procedure or 133 
screening for a dental hygienist consultant when there are complaints related to dental hygiene 134 
practice.  Committee Member McIntyre stated that she would replicate the requirements for the dental 135 
hygiene consultant to match the requirements of the dental consultant. The committee agreed to 136 
include dental therapy to the language.   137 
 138 

MOTION: Committee Member West moved to recommend approving the minimum job 139 
qualifications as discussed, which were: must have a current Nevada dental/dental 140 
hygiene/dental therapy license in good standing; No prior reportable disciplinary history to 141 
the NPDB; a specialist must have a minimum of five (5) years of practice within their 142 
specialty; general practitioner dentists, dental hygienists, and dental therapists must have 143 
at least five (5) years of practice experience; and must be willing and available to testify 144 
at administrative hearings.  Committee Member Moore seconded the motion.  All were in 145 
favor, motion passed.   146 

 147 
  5. Public Comment:  This public comment period is for any matter that is within the jurisdiction of the public body.  No 148 

action may be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included 149 
on the agenda as an action item.  The Chairperson of the Board will impose a time limit of three (3) minutes.  The Chairperson 150 
may allow additional time at his/her discretion. 151 

 152 
Dr. Joseph Wineman inquired if they were eliminating from the Preliminary Screening Consultant job 153 
description that specialists do not have to be actively practicing.   Committee Member West responded 154 
that they did change the language to read that they only needed to hold an active license and did not 155 
have to be actively practicing which required them to maintain their CE’s.   Dr. Wineman clarified his 156 
understanding that they must have an active license in good standing and must have a minimum of 5 157 
years of practice experience.  Committee Member West responded affirmatively.   158 
 159 
Amy Abittan stated that she was concerned with allowing practitioners, who are not actively practicing, 160 
to be a consultant; and that they are considering allowing a retired practitioner with an active license.  161 
Her concern was that the field is ever-changing and the retired licensed consultant may not be updated 162 
on the latest methodologies of practice.  Committee Member West stated that the consultant would be 163 
gathering and assembling the facts obtained from the supporting materials for the complaint, and that 164 
they would not be judging the treatment rendered and in question.  She stated that she understood the 165 
gathering of facts, however, still was concerned that the consultants potential lack of knowledge of 166 
certain newer methodologies or procedures could hinder their understanding of the materials gathered.    167 
 168 
 6. Announcements 169 
 170 
No announcements were made.  171 
 172 
*7. Adjournment (For Possible Action) 173 
 174 
Committee Member Lee called for a motion to adjourn the meeting.  175 
 176 
MOTION:  Committee Member Moore made a motion to adjourn the meeting at approximately 5:58 p.m.  177 
Committee Member West seconded the motion. All were in favor; motion passed. 178 
 179 
 180 

Respectfully submitted: 181 
 182 

__________________________________________ 183 
Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director 184 
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NEVADA STATE BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS 1 
 2 

Meeting Location: 3 
 4 

Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners 5 
6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Suite A-1 6 

Las Vegas, NV 89118 7 
 8 

Zoom Video and Teleconferencing was available for this meeting 9 
 10 

Meeting Call-In Number: (669) 900 6833 11 
Meeting ID#: 961 7781 8482 12 

Zoom Video (via app): 198247 13 
 14 

Meeting Date & Time 15 
 16 

Tuesday, August 4, 2020 17 
6:00 p.m.   18 

 19 
DRAFT MINUTES 20 

BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS NOTICE OF AGENDA & TELECONFERENCE MEETING 21 
 22 

 23 
PUBLIC NOTICE: 24 

The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may hold board meetings via video conference or telephone conference call.  **Due to the 25 
Governor’s Executive Order in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Board office will not be open to the general public for this 26 
meeting.  The general public is encouraged to participate via Zoom** 27 
 28 
Public Comment time is available after roll call (beginning of meeting) and prior to adjournment (end of meeting).  Public Comment is limited to three 29 
(3) minutes for each individual. You may provide the Board with written comment to be added to the record.   30 
 31 
Persons wishing to comment may appear at the scheduled meeting/hearing or may address their comments, data, views, arguments in written form 32 
to: Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners, 6010 S. Rainbow Blvd, A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118; ATTN: Angelica Bejar; FAX number (702) 486-7046; 33 
e-mail address nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov .  Written submissions should be received by the Board on or before Monday, August 3, 2020 by 3:00 p.m. in order 34 
to make copies available to members and the public.   35 
 36 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may 1) address agenda items out of sequence to accommodate persons appearing before the Board 37 
or to aid the efficiency or effectiveness of the meeting; 2) combine items for consideration by the public body; 3) pull or remove items from the 38 
agenda at any time.  The Board may convene in closed session to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence or physical 39 
or mental health of a person.  See NRS 241.030.  Prior to the commencement and conclusion of a contested case or a quasi-judicial proceeding that 40 
may affect the due process rights of an individual the board may refuse to consider public comment.  See NRS 233B.126.   41 
 42 
Persons/facilities who want to be on the mailing list must submit a written request every six (6) months to the Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners at 43 
the address listed in the previous paragraph.  With regard to any board meeting or telephone conference, it is possible that an amended agenda will 44 
be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended Nevada notices will be posted in compliance with the Open Meeting Law.   45 
We are pleased to make reasonable accommodations for members of the public who are disabled and wish to attend the meeting.  If special 46 
arrangements for the meeting are necessary, please notify the Board, at (702) 486-7044, no later than 48 hours prior to the meeting.  Requests for 47 
special arrangements made after this time frame cannot be guaranteed. 48 
Pursuant to NRS 241.020(2) you may contact the Board office at (702) 486-7044 to request supporting materials for the public body, or you may 49 
download the supporting materials for the public body from the Board’s website at http://dental.nv.gov.  In addition, the supporting materials for the 50 
public body are available at the Board’s office located at 6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Ste. A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada.51 

 52 
Note:  Asterisks (*) “For Possible Action” denotes items on which the Board may take action. 53 
Note:  Action by the Board on an item may be to approve, deny, amend, or tabled.54 

 55 
 56 
 1. Call to Order 57 
 58 
 Roll call/ Quorum 59 
Board Member Moore called the meeting to order at approximately 6:11 p.m. , and  Mr. Frank DiMaggio 60 
conducted the following roll call: 61 
  62 

Dr. D. Kevin Moore (President)------------  PRESENT Dr. Ronald Lemon --------------- PRESENT 
Dr. David Lee (Secretary-Treasurer) ---- PRESENT Dr. Ronald West ------------------ PRESENT 
Dr. Elizabeth Park ----------------------------- PRESENT Ms. Caryn Solie ------------------ PRESENT 
W. Todd Thompson -------------------------- PRESENT Ms. Gabrielle Cioffi -------------  PRESENT 
Mrs. Jana McIntyre --------------------------- PRESENT   

 63 
Executive Staff:  Phil Su, Board General Counsel; Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director; Angelica Bejar, 64 
Public Information-Travel Administrator.  65 

mailto:nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov
http://dental.nv.gov/
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 2. Public Comment:  The public comment period is limited to matters specifically noticed on the agenda.  No action may 66 
be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included on the 67 
agenda as an action item.  Comments by the public may be limited to three minutes as a reasonable time, place and 68 
manner restriction, but may not be limited based upon viewpoint.  The Chairperson may allow additional time at his/her 69 
discretion. 70 

 71 
No public comment was made.  72 
 73 
*3. President’s Report: (For Possible Action)  74 
 75 

*a. Request to remove agenda item(s) (For Possible Action)  76 
 77 
Board Member Moore requested to table agenda item (4)(a) Phillip Devore, DDS 78 
 79 

*b. Approve Agenda (For Possible Action) 80 
 81 
MOTION: Board Member Lee moved to approve the agenda with agenda item (4)(a) tabled.  Board 82 
Member Park seconded the motion.  All were in favor, motion passed.   83 
 84 
*4. Consideration and approval/rejection of the recommendation of the Disciplinary Committee to 85 

approve Stipulation Agreements  – NRS 622 (For Possible Action) 86 
 87 

*a. Phillip Devore, DDS   -- Tabled 88 
*b. Ammar Kerio, DMD 89 

 90 
General Counsel, Mr. Su, stated that he had spoken with counsel for Dr. Ammar Kerio, Alexander 91 
McTarian, Esquire.  He noted that the proposed Stipulation Agreement was defined by the previous 92 
review panel that had convened in 2019 regarding this matter.  He added that the Stipulation agreement 93 
was previously negotiated with previous General Counsel for the Board and Mr. McTarian.  He indicated 94 
that all parties had signed the proposed stipulation agreement; however, it was pending board 95 
approval.  Mr. Su briefly discussed the grounds for the stipulation agreement and the negotiated terms of 96 
same.   97 
 98 

MOTION:  Board Member Lee moved to adopt the proposed stipulation agreement for Dr. Ammar 99 
Kerio.  Board Member Lemon seconded the motion. Discussion: Board Member Lee asked 100 
what determines if a stipulation agreement is disciplinary or a non-disciplinary stipulation 101 
agreement.  Mr. Su stated that it was not clear in the review panel notes how they 102 
determine if a recommendation for a proposed stipulation agreement should be 103 
disciplinary or non-disciplinary.   Board Member West inquired if the refund fee to the 104 
patient reflected a part of the treatment fee or the entire treatment fee?  Mr. Su stated 105 
that the patient was refunded the entire treatment fee, which was paid out-of-pocket by 106 
the patient.    There was discussion of whether or not the patient was assisted in having 107 
the treatment redone elsewhere.  Board Member Moore stated that generally that 108 
information is not included in the stipulation agreements.   Mr. Su confirmed that there 109 
was nothing in the notes from the review panel of same.   Board Member Solie inquired 110 
that if the treatment was not completed, was the patient then compensated so that they 111 
may go elsewhere to have the work redone.  Mr. Su stated that any case that comes 112 
before the Board is reviewed strictly on the standard of care and did not necessarily deal 113 
with damages, pain and suffering, or economic damages as that would be more in-line 114 
with a malpractice lawsuit, and would be beyond the Board’s purview.    With no further 115 
discussion, all were in favor of the motion; motion passed.   116 

 117 
*5. Consideration of Applicant’s petition for review of Application for Dental Licensure – NRS 631.240 & 118 

NAC 631.050 (For Possible Action) (May go into closed session pursuant to NRS 241.030) 119 
 120 

*a. Joshua M Corcran DMD 121 
 122 
General Counsel, Mr. Su, stated that Dr. Corcran would like closed session.   123 
 124 

MOTION:  Board Member Moore made the motion to go into closed session.  Board Member West 125 
seconded the motion. All were in favor, motion passed.  126 

 127 
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MOTION:  Board Member Solie made the motion to return to open session.  Board Member West 128 
seconded the motion.  All were in favor of the motion, motion passed.  129 

 130 
Mr. Su noted to Dr. Corcran that he had the option to withdraw his application if he so wished.  Mr. 131 
Corcran inquired that if the board voted to continue the matter, would he be permitted to withdraw at 132 
that time.  Mr. Su responded affirmatively.   Mr. Corcran stated that he did not wish to withdraw.  Board 133 
Member Thompson made the motion to grant Dr. Corcran to apply for a dental license; which was then 134 
seconded by Board Member Lemon.  Mr. Su clarified that they were voting to approve/reject Dr. 135 
Corcran’s application for a dental license.  136 
 137 

MOTION:  Board Member Thompson made the motion to approve the license application for Dr. 138 
Joshua Corcran.   Board Member Lemon seconded the motion.  Board Member Lee 139 
opposed; all others were in favor of the motion.  Motion passed.  140 

 141 
*6.     Approval of Public Health Endorsement – NRS 631.287 (For Possible Action)    142 

 143 
*a. Michelle R. Scheitzach, RDH – Nevada Health Centers Program 144 

 145 
Board Member Moore stated that all paperwork was in order, and recommended approval.   146 
 147 

MOTION:  Board Member Lee moved to approve the Public Health Endorsement for Michelle 148 
Scheitzach, RDH.  Board Member West seconded the motion. All were in favor, motion 149 
passed.  150 

 151 
*7.    Consideration and approval/rejection of the Employment Committees recommendation concerning 152 

the Dental Reviewer/Preliminary Screening Consultant position, compensation, job duties, and 153 
minimum job qualifications/requirements (For Possible Action) 154 

 155 
Board Member Lee gave a brief synopsis of the discussions held at the Committee meeting that was held 156 
prior to the Board meeting.  He quickly reviewed the list of requirements that the Employment Committee 157 
was recommending.   Board Member Thompson inquired if the ‘Current Nevada Dental license…’ meant 158 
that a retired licensee that held an active license could apply for the position. Committee Member Lee 159 
answered affirmatively.  Board Member Moore inquired if it would help to clarify that requirement by 160 
adding the term ‘active’ to the requirement so that it read ‘Current Active Nevada Dental/Dental 161 
Hygiene/Dental Therapy License.”  The board members were in agreement to add the term ‘active’ to 162 
the proposed language.  There was discussion of possibly further clarifying if the license type would have 163 
to be an unrestricted license.  It was suggested that perhaps they list the requirement to be ‘Current 164 
Active non-restricted Nevada Dental/Dental Hygiene/Dental Therapy license.”  There was discussion 165 
related to Limited License holders and whether their license would permit them to be considered as a 166 
consultant.  The limitations for that license were briefly discussed.  Mr. DiMaggio clarified for the record 167 
that the Employment Committee was recommending the job requirements be the following: Must be a 168 
Current Active Nevada Licensed Dentist/Dental Hygienist/Dental Therapist in good standing, with a 169 
minimum of five (5) years of practice.  Mr. DiMaggio further went on to indicate that the Employment 170 
Committee was recommending the requirement that they have no prior reportable disciplinary history to 171 
the NPDB; and must be willing and available to testify at administrative hearings.  It was noted that for 172 
dental specialists, they had a requirement that they must have at least five (5) years of experience in the 173 
specialty area.   At the request of Board Member Moore, Mr. DiMaggio listed that the requirements to be 174 
as follows:  175 

• Current Active non-restricted Nevada Dental/Dental Hygiene/Dental Therapy License in good 176 
standing with a minimum of five (5) years of practice 177 

• No prior reportable NPDB disciplinary history  178 
• If a holder of a specialist’s license authorizing a dentist licensed in this State to practice in this State 179 

as a specialist in a special area of dentistry for which there is a certifying board approved by the 180 
Commission on Dental Accreditation of the American Dental Association, must have current 181 
Nevada specialist’s license and a minimum of five (5) years of practice in the specialty area 182 

• Must be willing and available to testify at administrative hearings 183 
 184 
Board Member Solie requested for clarification on the proposed title for the position being discussed.   185 
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Board Member Lee stated that at a previous meetings held two weeks prior, the Employment Committee 186 
discussed several ideas for names and duties, the Committee voted to recommend the title “Preliminary 187 
Screening Consultant.”  Further, that they were recommending a compensation flat rate of two hundred 188 
dollars ($200) per case.  Additionally, the Committee was recommending the duties as follows:  189 
 190 

• Reviews dental records and facts independently and impartially 191 
• Provides clinical expertise and testimony regarding complaints about the practice of 192 

dentistry/dental hygiene/ dental therapy 193 
• Establishes whether or not a departure from the standard of care occurred 194 
• Assists investigators, Board counsel, and Board members in understanding the dental/dental 195 

hygiene/dental therapy aspects of a case 196 
• Simplifies complexity and clearly articulates findings and the basis for opinions throughout the 197 

disciplinary process 198 
• Complies with Board requirements when performing reviews or evaluations 199 
• Able  to complete and submit a written report and professional opinion within 30 days of receipt 200 

of case materials 201 
 202 
Board Member Lee clarified that the Board was to vote on the proposed position title, requirements, 203 
duties, and compensation.   204 
 205 

MOTION:  Board Member West motioned to approve the recommendations from the Employment 206 
Committee as discussed and outlined by Mr. DiMaggio and Board Member Lee.  Board 207 
Member Lemon seconded the motion. Discussion:  Board Member Moore clarified that 208 
those filling the position would be employees of the board. All were in favor, motion 209 
passed.  210 

 211 
 212 
 8. Public Comment:  This public comment period is for any matter that is within the jurisdiction of the public body.  No 213 

action may be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included 214 
on the agenda as an action item.  The Chairperson of the Board will impose a time limit of three (3) minutes.  The Chairperson 215 
may allow additional time at his/her discretion. 216 

 217 
Dr. Joseph Wineman commented that he was a dentist in Henderson and the current Secretary for the 218 
NDA.  He inquired why there was a delay in the application process for license applications for students 219 
graduating.  He stated that the NDA had been told by applicants, that they have not been given a 220 
reason as to why there applications are being delayed when they call the Board to inquire.  He noted 221 
that perhaps it was the recent reconstitution of the Board may be the reason for the delay, or perhaps 222 
license decisions are just slow due to COVID-19.  He added that students were anxious to practice since 223 
they are fresh out of school and piling bills.  On behalf of the NDA, he urges the Board to do whatever 224 
necessary to help expedite the process for those applicants that have completed the application 225 
process and are awaiting approval for licensure.  Committee Member Moore inquired if Dr. Wineman was 226 
speaking in regards to UNLV SDM graduates or students from other schools.  Dr. Wineman stated that the 227 
only information he had was that there have been graduates, most likely from UNLV, that are concerned 228 
that their applications have either been lost or possibly delayed.  At the request of Board Member Moore 229 
regarding UNLV graduating students, Board Member Lemon stated that while he was not the most 230 
knowledgeable one to respond to this inquiry, he noted that he was not aware of any complaints 231 
regarding the licensure process from UNLV students.   Committee Member Lee stated that all licenses 232 
pending review were current, with the exception of the stack of files to be reviewed that he had before 233 
him of applications that completed the process that past week and now needed his review.   234 
 235 
 236 
 9. Announcements 237 
 238 
No announcements were made.   239 
 240 
 241 
 242 
 243 
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*10. Adjournment (For Possible Action) 244 
 245 
Board Member Moore called for adjournment.  246 
 247 
MOTION: Board Member Lee motioned to adjourn the Board meeting at approximately 8:00 p.m.  Board 248 
Member Thompson seconded the motion.  All were in favor, motion passed.   249 

 250 
Respectfully submitted: 251 

 252 
__________________________________________  253 

Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director 254 
 255 
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NEVADA STATE BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS 1 
 2 
 3 

Meeting Location: 4 
 5 

Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners 6 
6010 S. Rainbow Blvd, Suite A-1 7 

Las Vegas, NV 89118 8 
 9 

Zoom Video and Teleconferencing was available for this meeting 10 
Meeting Call-In Number: (669) 900 6833 11 

Meeting ID#: 941 5158 3881 12 
Zoom Video (via app) Passcode: 792525 13 

 14 
 15 

Meeting Date & Time 16 
 17 

Tuesday, August 11, 2020  18 
5:30 p.m.  19 

 20 
 21 

DRAFT MINUTES 22 
NOTICE OF AGENDA & TELECONFERENCE MEETING FOR THE DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE  23 

(Dr. Ron West (Chair); Dr. Todd Thompson; Dr. Ron Lemon; and Ms. Gabrielle Cioffi) 24 
 25 

PUBLIC NOTICE:  26 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may hold board meetings via video conference or telephone conference call. **Due to the 27 
Governor’s Executive Order in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Board office will not be open to the general public for this 28 
meeting.  The general public is encouraged to participate via teleconference** 29 
 30 
Public Comment time is available after roll call (beginning of meeting) and prior to adjournment (end of meeting). Public Comment is limited to three 31 
(3) minutes for each individual. You may provide the Board with written comment to be added to the record.   32 
 33 
Persons wishing to comment may appear at the scheduled meeting/hearing or may address their comments, data, views, arguments in written form 34 
to: Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners, 6010 S. Rainbow Blvd, A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118; FAX number (702) 486-7046; e-mail address 35 
nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov . Written submissions should be received by the Board on or before Monday, August 10, 2020 by 4:00 pm in order to make copies 36 
available to members and the public.   37 
 38 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may 1) address agenda items out of sequence to accommodate persons appearing before the Board 39 
or to aid the efficiency or effectiveness of the meeting; 2) combine items for consideration by the public body; 3) pull or remove items from the 40 
agenda at any time.  The Board may convene in closed session to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence or physical 41 
or mental health of a person.  See NRS 241.030.  Prior to the commencement and conclusion of a contested case or a quasi-judicial proceeding that 42 
may affect the due process rights of an individual the board may refuse to consider public comment.  See NRS 233B.126.   43 
 44 
Persons/facilities who want to be on the mailing list must submit a written request every six (6) months to the Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners at 45 
the address listed in the previous paragraph.  With regard to any board meeting or telephone conference, it is possible that an amended agenda will 46 
be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended Nevada notices will be posted in compliance with the Open Meeting Law.   47 
We are pleased to make reasonable accommodations for members of the public who are disabled and wish to attend the meeting. If special 48 
arrangements for the meeting are necessary, please notify the Board, at (702) 486-7044, no later than 48 hours prior to the meeting.  Requests for 49 
special arrangements made after this time frame cannot be guaranteed. 50 
Pursuant to NRS 241.020(2) you may contact at (702) 486-7044, to request supporting materials for the public body or you may download the 51 
supporting materials for the public body from the Board’s website at http://dental.nv.gov In addition, the supporting materials for the public body are 52 
available at the Board’s office located at 6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Ste. A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada.53 

 54 
Note:  Asterisks (*) “For Possible Action” denotes items on which the Board may take action. 55 
Note:  Action by the Board on an item may be to approve, deny, amend, or tabled.56 

 57 
1. Call to Order 58 

- Roll call/Quorum 59 
 60 
Chairman West called the meeting to order at approximately 5:32 p.m. and Mr. DiMaggio conducted 61 
the following roll call:  62 
 63 

Dr. Ronald West (Chair) -------- Present 
Dr. Ron Lemon --------------------- Present 
Dr. Todd Thompson -------------- Present 
Ms. Gabrielle Cioffi --------------- Present 

 64 
 65 
Executive Staff Present: Phil Su, Esq., General Counsel; Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director; Angelica 66 
Bejar, Public Information – Travel Administrator.  67 

mailto:nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov
http://dental.nv.gov/
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 68 
2. Public Comment:  The public comment period is limited to matters specifically noticed on the agenda.  No action may be 69 

taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included on the agenda as 70 
an action item.  Comments by the public may be limited to three minutes as a reasonable time, place and manner restriction, 71 
but may not be limited based upon viewpoint.  The Chairperson may allow additional time at his/her discretion. 72 

 73 
There was no public comment made, with the Exception that Ms. Katherine Gordon, Counsel for Dr. Davis 74 
noted her presence.   75 
 76 
*3.  Chairman’s Report: (For Possible Action)  77 
 78 

(a) Request to remove agenda item(s) (For Possible Action) 79 
 80 
There was no request to remove an agenda item.   81 
 82 

(b) Approve Agenda (For Possible Action) 83 
 84 
MOTION: Committee Member Lemon moved that the Committee approve the agenda.  Committee 85 
Member Cioffi seconded the motion.  All were in favor, motion passed.   86 
 87 
*4.  Review, discussion, and possible recommendations for approval/rejection/modification of stipulation 88 

agreement (For Possible Action) 89 
 90 

            *a. Kerry Davis DDS (For Possible Action) 91 
 92 
General Counsel, Mr. Phil Su, stated that this was a review of a stipulation that was entered into by the 93 
licensee which was based upon the review panel’s findings and recommendations and the previous 94 
board counsel.  He noted, however, that the stipulation agreement was never approved.  Mr. Su briefly 95 
discussed the findings that led to the reasoning of the proposed stipulation agreement and the alleged 96 
violations committed by Dr. Davis and discussed the proposed provisions.   Mr. Su clarified that the 97 
proposed stipulation agreement was non-disciplinary.   Committee Member Thompson inquired how the 98 
Board was notified of Dr. Davis’ failure to comply with the requirements of AB474.  Mr. Su noted that the 99 
Pharmacy Board notified the Executive Director of a potential violation, and with that an authorized 100 
investigation was approved by the Board to look into the matter.  Ms. Gordon discussed the events that 101 
transpired that lead the Pharmacy Board to notify the Dental Board of a potential violation by Dr. Davis.   102 
Further, that during the Board’s investigation it was noticed the transgressions by Dr. Davis.  It was clarified 103 
that Dr. Davis had already signed and agreed to the provisions of the proposed stipulation, however, that 104 
there were several reasons for delay given the transitions that the Board experienced.  Ms. Gordon 105 
expressed Dr. Davis’ concern regarding the ability to complete the required CE’s in person due to the 106 
COVID-19 restrictions, and therefore, inquired if the Committee would consider permitting Dr. Davis to 107 
complete the additional 12 CE credits online.  Members of the Committee were amenable to the request 108 
for Dr. Davis to complete his CE’s remotely.  Mr. Su stated that he could amend the stipulation agreement 109 
to reflect that due to COVID-19, the CE credits may be completed remotely so long as the course is live 110 
and interactive.   111 
 112 

MOTION:  Committee Member Thompson moved that the committee make the recommendation 113 
to adopt the proposed stipulation agreement with the modification that the twelve (12) 114 
additional CE credits may be completed remotely on-line or by webinar, due to 115 
COVID-19 restrictions, so long as the courses are accredited through 116 
AGD/PACE/ADA/CERP. Committee Member Lemon seconded the motion.  All were in 117 
favor, motion passed.   118 

 119 
Committee Member West asked that Mr. Su make the modifications to the proposed stipulation 120 
agreement, and asked Mr. DiMaggio to add it to the next scheduled Board meeting agenda for 121 
recommended adoption.  122 
 123 
Committee Member Lemon inquired if Dr. Davis had any pending complaints.  Mr. Su responded that 124 
there were none to his knowledge.  There was light discussion clarifying that should there have been any 125 
other complaints related to Dr. Davis that it should be known.  Mr. Su stated noted that any pending 126 
investigations by the Board are deemed confidential.  However, he was not aware of any additional 127 
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complaints against Dr. Davis for the reasons described in the proposed stipulation agreement.  Mr. 128 
DiMaggio inquired if Committee Member Lemon wanted to amend the motion that the Committee 129 
recommend the adoption of the proposed stipulation agreement provided that there were no additional 130 
complaints regarding violations of the PMP.  Committee Member Lemon stated that he was not looking 131 
to amend the motion, but rather inquired for informational purposes only and to see if there was a 132 
pattern.   133 
 134 
 5.  Public Comment:  This public comment period is for any matter that is within the jurisdiction of the public body.  No action 135 

may be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included on the 136 
agenda as an action item.  The Chairperson of the Board will impose a time limit of three (3) minutes.  The Chairperson may 137 
allow additional time at his/her discretion. 138 

 139 
No public comment was made.   140 
 141 
 6.  Announcements 142 
 143 
No announcements were made.  144 
 145 
*7.  Adjournment (For Possible Action) 146 
 147 
Chairman West called for adjournment.   148 
 149 

MOTION:  Committee Member Lemon motioned to adjourn the meeting at approximately 5:51 150 
p.m.  Committee Member Thompson seconded the motion. All were in favor, motion 151 
passed.   152 

 153 
Respectfully submitted: 154 

 155 
__________________________________________ 156 

Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director 157 
 158 
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NEVADA STATE BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS 1 
 2 
 3 

Meeting Location: 4 
 5 

Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners 6 
6010 S. Rainbow Blvd, Suite A-1 7 

Las Vegas, NV 89118 8 
 9 

Zoom Video and Teleconferencing Available for this meeting 10 
Meeting Call-In Number: (669) 900 6833 11 

Meeting ID#: 950 5411 8847 12 
Zoom Video (via app) Passcode: 115011 13 

 14 
 15 

Meeting Date & Time 16 
 17 

Thursday, August 13, 2020  18 
6:00 p.m.  19 

 20 
DRAFT MINUTES 21 

NOTICE OF AGENDA & TELECONFERENCE MEETING FOR THE LEGISLATIVE, LEGAL, AND 22 
DENTAL PRACTICE COMMITTEE 23 

(Dr. Moore (Chair); Dr. Lee; Mrs. McIntyre; Ms. Cioffi)   24 
 25 

PUBLIC NOTICE: 26 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may hold board meetings via video conference or telephone conference call.  **Due to the 27 

Governor’s Executive Order in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Board office will not be open to the general public for this 28 
meeting.  The general public is encouraged to participate via teleconference** 29 

 30 
Public Comment time is available after roll call (beginning of meeting) and prior to adjournment (end of meeting).  Public Comment is limited to three 31 
(3) minutes for each individual. You may provide the Board with written comment to be added to the record.   32 
 33 
Persons wishing to comment may appear at the scheduled meeting/hearing or may address their comments, data, views, arguments in written form 34 
to: Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners, 6010 S. Rainbow Blvd, A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118; FAX number (702) 486-7046; e-mail address 35 
nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov . Written submissions should be received by the Board on or before Wednesday, August 12, 2020 by 4:00 p.m. in order to make 36 
copies available to members and the public.   37 
 38 
The Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners may 1) address agenda items out of sequence to accommodate persons appearing before the Board 39 
or to aid the efficiency or effectiveness of the meeting; 2) combine items for consideration by the public body; 3) pull or remove items from the 40 
agenda at any time.  The Board may convene in closed session to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence or physical 41 
or mental health of a person.  See NRS 241.030.  Prior to the commencement and conclusion of a contested case or a quasi-judicial proceeding that 42 
may affect the due process rights of an individual the board may refuse to consider public comment.  See NRS 233B.126.   43 
 44 
Persons/facilities who want to be on the mailing list must submit a written request every six (6) months to the Nevada State Board of Dental Examiners at 45 
the address listed in the previous paragraph.  With regard to any board meeting or telephone conference, it is possible that an amended agenda will 46 
be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended Nevada notices will be posted in compliance with the Open Meeting Law.   47 
We are pleased to make reasonable accommodations for members of the public who are disabled and wish to attend the meeting. If special 48 
arrangements for the meeting are necessary, please notify the Board, at (702) 486-7044, no later than 48 hours prior to the meeting.  Requests for 49 
special arrangements made after this time frame cannot be guaranteed. 50 
Pursuant to NRS 241.020(2) you may contact at (702) 486-7044, to request supporting materials for the public body or you may download the 51 
supporting materials for the public body from the Board’s website at http://dental.nv.gov In addition, the supporting materials for the public body are 52 
available at the Board’s office located at 6010 S Rainbow Blvd, Ste. A-1, Las Vegas, Nevada.53 

 54 
Note:  Asterisks (*) “For Possible Action” denotes items on which the Board may take action. 55 
Note:  Action by the Board on an item may be to approve, deny, amend, or tabled.56 

 57 
1. Call to Order 58 

- Roll call/Quorum 59 
 60 
Committee Member Moore called the meeting to order at approximately 6: pm, and Frank DiMaggio, 61 
Executive Director conducted the following Roll Call:  62 
 63 

 Dr. D. Kevin Moore (Chair)  --- PRESENT                       Ms. Gabrielle Cioffi ---------  PRESENT  
                Dr. David Lee ---------- PRESENT                       Mrs. Jana McIntyre -------- PRESENT 

 64 

mailto:nsbde@nsbde.nv.gov
http://dental.nv.gov/
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Executive Staff Present: Phil W. Su, General Counsel; Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director; Angelica Bejar, Public 65 
Information – Travel Administrator. 66 
 67 
Others Present: Susan Fisher with McDonald Carano.   68 
 69 
2. Public Comment:  The public comment period is limited to matters specifically noticed on the agenda.  No action may be 70 

taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included on the agenda as 71 
an action item.  Comments by the public may be limited to three minutes as a reasonable time, place and manner restriction, 72 
but may not be limited based upon viewpoint.  The Chairperson may allow additional time at his/her discretion. 73 

 74 
There was no public comment made.   75 
 76 
*3. President’s Report: (For Possible Action)  77 
 78 

(a) Request to remove agenda item(s) (For Possible Action) 79 
 80 
There were no requests made to remove agenda items.  81 
 82 

(b) Approve Agenda (For Possible Action) 83 
 84 
MOTION: Committee Member Lee made the motion to approve the agenda.  Committee Member Cioffi 85 
seconded the motion. All were in favor, motion passed.   86 
 87 
*4. Review, discussion, and possible recommendations for approval/rejection of Legislative  88 
     Representative (For Possible Action) 89 
 90 
                (a) Alpha Omega Strategies – Michael McDonald  91 
                (b) Perkins Co. – Richard Perkins  92 
                (c) McDonald Carano – Susan Fisher 93 
                (d) Lewis Roca   - Alfredo Alonso 94 
 95 
Committee Member Moore asked Mr. Su and Mr. DiMaggio to take lead on explaining the need for a 96 
lobbyist and the search for potential lobbyists for the Board.  Mr. Su noted for the record why a 97 
government agency/licensing board would need a lobbyist and discussed the benefit of using lobbyists 98 
for purposes related to the rulemaking process every two years.  He further noted that it was cost 99 
effective to hire a lobbyist on a part-time basis rather than hiring an employee to serve in the same 100 
capacity.  He advised that it would be important to avoid choosing a firm that may have a potential 101 
conflict in representing and lobbying for the Board.    102 
 103 
Mr. DiMaggio indicated that the Board received four (4) proposals which were as listed. Mr. DiMaggio 104 
noted that Mr. Michael McDonald with Alpha Omega Strategies contacted him that morning and 105 
withdrew his proposal.  Mr. DiMaggio discussed the proposed fee structures listed in each proposal for the 106 
two year period.  He also noted any other potential charges that may be incurred and their rates for said 107 
potential charges.  Mr. DiMaggio noted that he contacted all three entities to see if they had any 108 
potential conflicts.  He noted that he received responses from both Lewis Roca and McDonald Carano 109 
that they did not have any potential conflicts should they offer services to the Board.  It was noted that 110 
Mr. DiMaggio had not received a response from Perkins Company as of the start of the meeting.   111 
 112 
Committee Member Moore welcomed Ms. Susan Fisher from McDonald Carano to provide the 113 
committee additional information regarding their services.  Ms. Fisher noted that Ms. Mackenzie Warren, 114 
an Associate with her firm, was present, as well.   Ms. Fisher gave a synopsis of the services they offer, 115 
while noting that they did represent two other occupational Boards, the Nevada State Board of 116 
Osteopathic Medicine, and Nevada State Board of Engineers and Professional Land Surveyors.  She 117 
discussed in detail the services they offer and how she believed their services would be beneficial to the 118 
Board.  She further discussed what the Board can expect from their agency should they elect to move 119 
forward with their proposal.  She noted other state occupational boards they had the pleasure of serving 120 
in the previous legislative session.  She spoke about the team atmosphere and approach that leads their 121 
agency.    122 
 123 
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 124 
It was noted that there were no representatives from any other firm available at the meeting.  Mr. 125 
DiMaggio acknowledged Ms. Fisher and her firm for providing the Board with legislative updates with the 126 
progress of the special legislative session and newsletter of all the bills.  He noted that they have been 127 
providing him daily updates of the special session, and have done so complimentary.   128 
 129 
Committee Member Moore called for the committee to discuss the bids before them and asked if 130 
anyone had any questions.  Committee Member Lee stated that Alfredo Alonso with Lewis Roca came 131 
very highly recommended.  He believed that the connections that Mr. Alonso had would be invaluable 132 
to the Board with all they are trying to accomplish in formulating new regulations.  Committee Member 133 
McIntyre stated that she reviewed all the proposals and was impressed with Lewis Roca, and liked the size 134 
of their firm and the team concept.  Committee Member Cioffi stated that she appreciated that Ms. 135 
Fisher making an appearance and liked what McDonald Carano had to offer.  Committee Member 136 
Cioffi noted that while she saw all that Lewis Roca offered, many of their connections were not current.  137 
She noted that she was interested in McDonald Carano.  Committee Member Moore inquired if the 138 
Board had any recourse if the firm they move forward with fails to provide the Board with updates and 139 
status reports of the bills pertinent to the Board, and if they fail to maintain open communication.  Mr. 140 
DiMaggio stated that he and Mr. Su spoke with Ms. Fisher and Mr. Hicks, and they gave Mr. Su and he an 141 
overview of their communication methodology their firm uses during the legislative sessions.  He stated 142 
further, that the spoke with the firm of Lewis Roca and they also discussed their team approach of open 143 
communication with their clients.  He stated that it could be considered a breach of their contract, 144 
should a firm not perform the responsibilities agreed to.  Mr. Su mentioned that any contract the Board 145 
entered into was subject to BOE approval, and therefore concurred with Mr. DiMaggio that it would be a 146 
deemed a breach of contract.    147 
 148 
Committee Member Moore mentioned that his hesitation at the moment was that there was not 149 
something in writing to clearly states what would happen if the firm and the Board end up not being a 150 
good fit.  He stated that he appreciated Ms. Fisher and Ms. Warren being present.  Committee Member 151 
Moore suggested making a recommendation of 2 firms to the Board for consideration.   152 
 153 
Ms. Fisher noted that because they are also a law firm, they are scrupulous about conflicts of interest; and 154 
they run a conflict check electronically of all the lawyers in the firms.   She added that they structure their 155 
communication style based on how the board determines they would like it.  Ms. Fisher stated that they 156 
work to update their clients on a daily basis.  Further, she added that they would offer an out to both 157 
sides that would require a 30-day notice.  Ms. Warren stated that they do have a team approach and 158 
noted that their firm consisted of attorneys.  She added that they had deep relationships with legislators.  159 
Ms. Warren described the firms’ communication methodologies in detail.   160 
 161 
Committee Member Lee stated that he spoke with Mr. Alonso at Lewis Roca, who indicated that his also 162 
conducts a conflict check.  He noted that the Board wants their lobbyist to help the Board get their bills 163 
passed, and that they need a firm that can do that for the Board.   164 
 165 

MOTION:  Committee Member Lee made the motion to recommend Lewis Roca for approval.  166 
Committee Member McIntyre seconded the motion.  Committee Member Cioffi 167 
opposed; all others in favor.  Motion passed.  168 

 169 
Committee Member McIntyre excused herself from the meeting.     170 
 171 
*5. Review, discussion, and possible recommendation to grant authority to the Board’s Secretary- 172 
      Treasurer to execute and approve contract for legislative services (For Possible Action) 173 

 174 
Mr. DiMaggio stated that the intent of item 5 was for the purpose of saving time due to the fact the 175 
Legislative session was approaching.  Therefore, it was suggested that they consider granting the 176 
Secretary-Treasurer the authority to execute the contract for legislative services.  It was clarified that the 177 
committee may only make recommendations to the Board, and that only the Board may approve a 178 
contract or grant the authority to the Secretary-Treasurer to execute a contract.  He further noted that 179 
this agenda item would allow for an expedited process of the contract being executed since the 180 
contract must go before the BOE for approval.     181 
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 182 
MOTION:  Committee Member Lee made the motion to recommend the approval to grant the 183 

Secretary-Treasurer the authority to execute and approve the contract for Legislative 184 
services.  Committee Member Moore seconded the motion.  Discussion: Committee 185 
Member Moore inquired if Committee Member Lee should be making the motion in 186 
favor of himself.  Mr. Su advised that it would be best to have Committee Member Lee 187 
rescind his motion.  Committee Member Lee rescinded his motion.   188 

 189 
MOTION:  Committee Member Moore made the motion to recommend the approval to grant the 190 

Secretary-Treasurer the authority to execute and approve the contract for Legislative 191 
services.  Committee Member Cioffi seconded the motion.  All were in favor; 192 
Committee Member Lee abstained from the motion.  Motion passed.   193 

 194 
 6.  Public Comment: This public comment period is for any matter that is within the jurisdiction of the public body.  No action 195 

may be taken upon the matter raised during public comment unless the matter itself has been specifically included on the 196 
agenda as an action item.  The Chairperson of the Board will impose a time limit of three (3) minutes.  The Chairperson may 197 
allow additional time at his/her discretion. 198 

 199 
Ms. Susan Fisher thanked the Board for the opportunity.    200 
 201 
 7.  Announcements 202 
 203 
There were no announcements.   204 
 205 
*8.  Adjournment (For Possible Action) 206 
 207 
Committee Member Moore asked for a motion for adjournment. 208 
 209 
MOTION:  Committee Member Lee made a motion to adjourn meeting at approximately 6:41 p.m.  210 
Committee Member Cioffi seconded the motion.  All were in favor; motion passed. 211 
 212 
 213 

Respectfully submitted: 214 
 215 
 216 

__________________________________________ 217 
Frank DiMaggio, Executive Director 218 

 219 
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3.70 

12/13/19 BSS  

 

 

 

 

 

2.50 

12/16/19 BSS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.30 

12/22/19 BSS  

 

 

1.00 

12/30/19 BSS  

 

 

1.70 

12/31/19 BSS  

 

 

.90 

1/02/20 BSS  

 

 

 

3.00 



 

 Fabian VanCott         
 Moore, Kevin                                     March 30, 2020 

 Matters Relating to Position with Nevada         Invoice:  

 

3 

Date Atty Description Hours 

1/04/20 BSS  

 

 

1.00 

1/06/20 BSS  

 

 

4.00 

1/07/20 BSS  

 

.20 

1/08/20 BSS  

 

 

4.50 

1/09/20 BSS  

 

 

 

 

1.60 

1/10/20 BSS  

 

 

.20 

1/13/20 BSS  

 

 

 

 

3.00 

 

  Total Professional Services                     $ 8,930.00  

 Less Courtesy Discount                                    $ -2,232.50  

  Net Professional Services              $ 6,697.50 

 

 

 Total This Invoice       $ 6,697.50                     

 

  







Agenda Item(6)(b)

Preliminary Screening Consultant 
Duties & Rate of Pay



Minimum job requirements/qualifications for “Preliminary Screening 
Consultant” position: 
• Current active non-restricted Nevada dental/dental hygienist/dental therapist license in 

good standing with a minimum of five (5) years of practice. 
• No prior reported National Practitioner’s Database (NPDB) disciplinary history. 
• If a holder of a specialist’s license authorizing a dentist licensed in this State to practice in 

this State as specialist in a special area of dentistry for which there is a certifying board 
approved by the Commission on Dental Accreditation of the American Dental Association, 
must have current Nevada specialist’s license and a minimum of five (5) years of practice in 
the specialty area. 

• Must be willing and available to testify at administrative hearings. 

Compensation for this position will be at the flat rate of $200.00 per hour.  

Duties of a “Preliminary Screening Consultant” position: 
• Reviews dental records and facts independently and impartially. 
• Provides clinical expertise and testimony regarding complaints about the practice of 

dentistry/dental hygiene/dental therapy. 
• Establishes whether or not a departure from the standard of care occurred. 
• Assists investigators, Board counsel, and Board members in understanding the 

dental/dental hygiene/dental therapy aspects of a case. 
• Simplifies complexity and clearly articulates findings and the basis for opinions to lay 

persons throughout the disciplinary process. 
• Complies with Board requirements when performing reviews or evaluations. 
• Able to complete and submit a written report and professional opinion within 30 days of 

receipt of case materials. 



LOBBYIST BID: 

Lewis Roca
- Alfredo Alonso -

Agenda Item (6)(d)



LEWIS ROCA
REVISED PROPOSAL























Agenda Item (6)(h)

Pacific Training Institute for 
Facial Aesthetics (PTIFA)























Agenda Items (6)(i) and (6)(j)

ADEX:
Letter from President of ADEX 

- William G. Pappas, D.D.S.







Agenda Item (6)(i):

ADEX:
Use of Typodont in Dental 

Hygiene and Dental 
Periodontal Scaling 

























Agenda Item (6)(i)

ADEX: 
Non-Patient Clinical 

Examination Option for 
Dental Hygiene





Agenda Item (6)(j)

ADEX:
Restorative Exam - 

CompeDont vs. Patient Based





Agenda Item (6)(k):

CDC Guidelines • August 28, 2020































Agenda Item (6)(k):

CDC Guidelines 
August 04, 2020
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